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EXCERPTA MEDICA
announces

5 new abstract journals
in I971
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH A N D
INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE
4,000 abstracts a year
Abstracts will be classified under the following main headings:
General aspects, Legislation, Insurance,
Medical examination, Labor, sex and
age, Working time, leisure activities,
Ergonomics, Work load, Microecology,
Physical mesoecology, Chemical mesoecology, Macroecology, Skin, Respiratory tract, Infections and toxins, Carcinogens, Labor and morbidity, Absenteeism, Labor and nutrition, Mental
health, Accidents, Disabled, revalidation, Medical treatment
First issue, Vol. 1, No. 1, Jan. 1971
Price: $52.50 postpaid

HEALTH ECONOMICS
2,500 abstracts a year
Abstracts will be classified under the following main headings:
General aspects, Financial aspects of
health care, Functioning of health services, Medical research, Teaching and
training, Preventive health services,
Health education and counseling, Consumption and costs of drugs, Environmental hygiene
First issue, Vol. 1, No. 1, Jan. 1971
Price: $36.75 postpaid

EPILEPSY
3,000 abstracts a year
Abstracts will be classified under the following main headings:
General aspects, Basic sciences, Seizures, Etiology, Genetics, Systematic
changes related to seizures, Diagnostic
aids, Psychological, sociological and
epidemiological aspects, Treatment
First issue, Vol. 1, No. 1, Jan. 1971
Price: $15.00 postpaid

GASTROENTEROLOGY
3,000 abstracts a year
Abstracts will be classified under the following main headings:
General aspects, Morphology, Physiology, Diagnostic procedures, Gastrointestinal diseases, Gastrointestinal infections, Liver and biliary system, Pancreas
First issue, Vol. 1, No. 1, April 1971
Price: $31.50 postpaid

VIROLOGY
6,000 abstracts a year
Abstracts will be classified under the following main headings:
General aspects, Classification, taxonomy, identification, Epidemiology, Physiology, Biochemistry, genetics, Serology,
immunology, hypersensitivity, Vaccines,
sera, Interferon, Antiviral drugs, Techniques, Isolation, cultivation, RNA virus,
DNA virus, Miscellaneous viruses, Bacteriophages
First issue, Vol. 1, No. 1, April 1971
Price: $47.25 postpaid

EXCERPTA MEDICA
Nassau Boilding, 228 A lexander St.,
Princeton, N.J. 0 8 5 4 0

33 Major Soviet Scientific Journals
Authoritative Cover-to-Cover English Translation
Applied Biochemistry and Microbiology

Mendeleev Chemistrv Journal

Prikiadnaya Biokhimiya i Mikrobiologiya
Bimonthly, $l2O/year

Zhurnal vses Khim Ob-va i m . Gendeleeva
Bimonthly. $lGO/year

Applied Solar Energy

Moscow Universitv Chemistrv Bulletin

Geliotekhnika
Bimonthly, $ l l O / y e a r

Vestnik ~ o s k o v s k ~ g~ on i v e r s i t e i a Khimiya
.
Bimonthly. $ l l O / y e a r

Astrophysics

Moscow University Mathematics Bulletin

Astrofizika
Quarterly. SlOOlyear

Automatic Control
Avtomairka i Vychisliiel'naya Tekhnika
Bimonthly, $145/year

Automatic Documentation and
Mathematical Linguistics
Selected major artlcles from
Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya lnlormatsiya
Quarterly, $145/year

Vestnik Moskovskoao Unlversiteta. Malemalika
Bimonthly, $125/year

Moscow University Mechanics Bulletin
Vestnik Moskovskogo Unlversitela Mekhanika
Bimonthly, $125/year

Moscow University Physics Bulletin
Vestnik Moskovskogo Universiteta. Fizika
Bimonthly, $1 IOlyear

Polvmer Mechanics
Mkkhanika Polrmerov
B ~ m o n t h l y $12O/year
.

Chemistry of Heterocyclic Compounds
Khrmiva Gelerotsrklicheskikh Soedinenir
Bimonthly. $1201year

Problems of Information Transmission

Chemistry of Natural Compounds

Problemy Peredachi Informatsll
Quarterly. $1001year

Khimiya Prirodnykh Soedinenii
Bimonthly, $ I l O / y e a r

Radio Electronics
and Communications Systems

combustion, Explosion,
and Shock Waves

lzvestiya VUZ. Radiotekhnika
Monthly. $16O/year

Fizika Goreniya i Vzryva
Quarterly, $100/year

Radiophysics and Quantum Electronics

Cybernetics

lzvestiya VUZ. Radiofizika
Monthly. $160/year

Kibernetika
Bimonthly. $125/year

Differential Equations
Differentsial'nye Uravneniya
Monthly, $15Olyear

Soviet Aeronautics

lzvestiya VUZ. Aviatsionnaya Tekhnlha
Quarterly, $125/year

Soviet Applied Mechanics
Prihladnaya Mekhanika
Monthly. $160/year

Fluid Dynamics
Izv. AN SSSR. Mekhanika Zhid. i Gasov
Bimonthly, $l6O/year

Soviet Electrical Engineering
Elektroiekhnlka
Monthly, $lGO/year

Journal of Applied Mechanics
and Technical Physics

Soviet Genetics

Zhurnal Prikladnol Mekhanikl I
Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki
Bimonthly, $150/year

Journal of Applied Spectroscopy

Genetika
Monthly. $150/year

Soviet Materials Science

Zhurnal Prikladnoi Spektroskopii
Monthly. $150/year

Frziko-Khrmtcheskava Mekhanika Materialov
Bimonthly, $125/year

Journal of Engineering Physics

Soviet Physics Journal
lzvestiya VUZ. Fizlka
Monthly, $160/year

Inzhenerno-Fizlcheshll Zhurnal
Monthly, $150/year

Magnetohydrodynamics

Soviet Progress in Chemistry

Maonitnava Gidrodinamika
Quarterly, $100/year

Ukralnskii Khimicheskll Zhurnal
Monthly, $lSO/year

Mechanics of Solids

Theoretical and Experimental Chemistry

Mekhanika Tverdogo Tela
B ~ m o n t h l y .f l 6 0 1 y e a r

Teoreticheskaya i Eksperimental'naya Khlmlva
Bimonthly; $1201y6ar

-

Please add $5.00 outside U S . and Canada.

T H E FARADAY P R E S S , INC.
84 F I F T H A V E N U E ,

N E W V O R K . N . V. 1 0 0 1 1

swets & zeitlinger

lm

reprints

branche offices:

SWETS & ZElTLlNGER N.V.
p.0. box 51 7
berwyn, p.a. 19312 - u.s.a.
telephone 21 5-644-4944
21 5-647-0236
telex 084-5392

ver 600 titles i n print

p.0. box 1761
santa cruz, cal. 95060 - u.s.a.
telephone 408-426-21 98
telex 035-1 432

I
I international journals
lonographs and
ongress proceedings

I

over 40.000 titles

current

)ver 3.000.000 volumes
n stock

1

over 80.000 titles

w r i t e or call for information:

w r i t e or call for information:

SWETS & ZElTLlNGER N.V.
heereweg 347 b
lisse, the netherlands
telephone 02521 - 43 71
telegrams swezeit-lisse
telex 41.32.5

SWETS & ZElTLlNGER N.V.
keizersgracht 487
arnsterdam, the netherlands
telephone 020 - 223.226
telegrams swezeit-amsterdam
telex 14.14.9

1

swets livros e periodicos Itda.
caixa postal, 22-044, a.p.t.
conjunta nacional
sao paulo, brasil
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Subscription Rates. Free to SLA members. Nonmembers, USA and Canada, $20.00 per calendar
year; add $1.50 postage for other countries. Single
copies (recent years) $2.75.
~ ~ ~ ~inquire
i n t Kraus
~ :
Back Issues & Hard cover
N,
~
~ carp.,~ 16 ~
i st., ~N~~ yo&,
~
t y.
Microfilm & Microfiche Editions (1909 to date):
Inquire University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
changes of ~ d d ~ ~ l ~six ~
weeks
l ~ ~for
, all
~ changes
to become effective.
communications should in.
elude both old and new addresses (with zIPCodes)
and
be accompanied by a mailing label from
recent issue. fiemberJ should send their communications to the SLA Membership Department, 235 Park
Avenue South, New York, N. Y. 10003. Norzmembcr.
Subscrjberr should send their communications to the
SLA Subscription Department, 235 Park Avenue
South, New York, N . Y. 10003.

Claims for missing numbers will not be allowed if
received more than 90 days from date of mailing
plus the time normally required for postal delivery
of the issue and the claim. No claims are allowed
because of failure to notify the Membership Department or the Subscription Department (see above) of
achange of address, or because copy is "missins from
Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions ad\anced by
the contributors to the Association's publications
Editorial views do not necessarily represent the official position of Special Libraries Association.
Indexecl in: Bn.ri~zc.r.i Pcriodrrrilr Itidgx. Iilfurn~atio~i
.T~~;A
6 b~ ~~ t~i ~ ~c ~i ~I -~/ ~J ,~ oAIh~~ rI, ~c c. t .~rHo.r~rt.11
,~
I>I/t,r..~t~ii.r
l i ~ d e s ,Libr.?,~ Lrtrini~iie,I-1hvnvy 6 I r i f o i ~ i ~ n I I O I Z Scierire A(lstr,rctr, AIGiiirice~~~rrzt
Iiider and P u b !ic Aff.ii,, Itijoi m,ition Se1.2ri-e.

Membership
DUES.M e m b e r or A s s o c i a t e $ 3 0 ; S t u d e n t $ 5 ; E m e r i t u s $ 5 ; S u s t a i n i n g $ 1 0 0 .
The o n e - t i m e p a y m e n t for Member ( P a i d f o r Life) is $ 3 5 0 .

Author-Title and Subject Catalogs
of the
Baker Library

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Harvard University
One of the greatest business librar~esin the world is making its collection readily available to
scholars in business and economics. G . K. Hall & Co., in cooperation with the Graduate School
of Business Admin~stration,Harvard University, will publ~sh,in 32 volumes, the AuthorTitle and Subject Catalogs of Baker Library.
Baker Library assumes primary responsibility within Harvard for coverage of the theory and
practice of business and business management, the theory of organization and administration,
business history and biography, and economic history before 1850. The library also collects
\vhatever materials in the basic disciplines are needed for teaching and research in business
mmagement. Holdings in economics, mathematics and the behavioral sciences are therefore extensive. B:tker Library now contains 450,000 volumes.
Heavy retrospective collecting in the 1920's assured collections very strong in 19th and early
20th century materials. Since the 1920's the library has thoroughly covered American publications, extensively collected Canadian, British and German materials and selectively covered
materials in other countries. with emuhasis on France., Italv.
,, the Scandinavian countries. Latin
Arneric.1, Turkey, India and the ~ h i f i ~ ~ i n All
e s . holdings are in languages of the kornan
alphabet.
7-he catalog also contains main entries for all Kress Library titles. The Kress Library of Business and Economics, based on the Foxwell collection acquired in 1937, consists largely of
titles published between 1471 and 1850. It is very strong on economic data and theory and on
hsiness practices, and its books are useful for research in many other areas, such as social history or the history of technology.
The author-tltle file contains the customary added entries, and subject file headings have in
Inany cases been revised to employ up-to-date term~nology.

Author-Title Catalog

Estimated 388,000 cards, 22 volumes

Prepublication price: $1765.00; after J u l y 31,1971: $2205.00

Subject Catalog

Estimated 228,000 cards, 10 volumes

Prepublication price: $745.00; after J u l y 31,1971: $930.00
aaddit~onalcharge

011

orders outside the U S .

D ~ s r f i p t it.i ~naterialon these title^ and a complete catalog of publications
aye az,ailable on tequest.

Keep your eye on the front
folders.They explain how we
can almost double your filing
capacity in the same space
you're now using.
We figured that the only time yo
need space to pull a drawer out i
when you pull the drawer out.
So we used that space for
another file. Now we've got
two rows of files where there
used to be one.
The front row moves from
side.The back row moves in an
Now picture the same setup with as many tiers and
sections as you'd like.
It's called the Conserv-a-file
Vby Supreme. And it took two
Supreme inventions to make it.
First we invented the
Conserv-a-fileRollout,the idea
of lateral (wide-side)file
cabinets.
Then we thought of fitting
them with front runners.
Which,when you think .ab
is how Supreme got to be the
front runner in filing innovation.

For libraries, the Conserv-afile V concept is a real blessing
in these days of cramped
quarters and costly space. Your
book capacity is suddenly,
dramatically increased. Use
Conserv-a-fileVfor a simple
inst allation with the sleek,
colorful equipment just as it
comes from the plant. Or
incorporate it into a more
traditional installation as shown
here. Either way,it pays for
itself over and over again.
For complete details, contact
Supreme Equipment & Systems
Corp., 170 53rd Street, Brooklyn,
NewYork 11232.(212) 492-7777
Consew-a-file by ~ u ~ r e m e .

Finders. Keepers.

W h a t will The New York T ~ m e sF ~ l m
Reviews (1913-1968) do for your patrons
that no other single reference source can?
I t will help them trace an actor's career
-and see how contemporary critics evalu
rted his performances. It will tell when a
film was released and what it was all about.
It will help identify a film when all that's
known is the d~rector'sname or the company that produced it.
A n d it will prov~deeasy access to reviews

of 17,000 motion pictures. Not excerpts, photos of some 2,000 actors and actresse:
nor rhstracts. hut the complete crttlques as p l u s y e a r - h y - y e a r i u m m a r i e s of a w a
they o r ~ g ~ n a lappeared.
ly
Arranged chrono, winners.
Let us send you The New York T1n
logically in five volumes.
The Index alone IS a wrtlwl encyclopedia Flhn Rev~ews1 1913- 1968) for 30 days
of filmmaking. Included in the 1,100-page appn)val See for ysurrlf why hundreds
lihrarmare already uslng it.
volume are over 250,000 entries-arranged
Write to: T h e New York Timcs. I
accordlngto ( I ) name of actor, writer, director, etc., f2) title of film, (3) name of hrary and Information Services Dlvisio
Dept. SL,480B, 229 West 43d Street, N e
prr~duct~on
company.
There's also a "portra~t gallery" with York, N.Y. 10036.

If this collection on1 answeredquestions abou

3

films-it would be a d reference source.
But it alsohas-17,000 complete reviewsand a

YEARBOOKS THAT BELONG
IN MOST LIBRARIES
STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 1969
Comprehensive collection of international statistics relating t o :
population; manpower; production; construction; energy; trade;
communications; consumption; balance of payments; wages and
prices; national accounts; finance; international capital flow; health;
housing; education and mass communications.
Clothbound $19.00
Paperbound $13.50
DEMOGRAPHIC YEARBOOK 1969
International demographic survey of statistics for over 2 5 0 countries and territories on population trends, marriages, divorces,
births, deaths and expectation of life.
Clothbound $19.00
Paperbound $13.50
United Nations
Publications
R o o m LX2300
New York, N.Y. 10017

Some librarians think we supply only
domeskic periodical subscriptions.
Okhers fhink we supply only foreign
periodical su bscriptions.

We want your orders for both

domestic foreign subscvipfions.
Write to "Special Services"

STECHERT-HAFNER, INC.
31 East 10th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003
Foreign offices in Kingston-Upon-Thames

Paris

Stuttgart

BogotA

LARGE SCREEN. . . 24" x 24" viewing area can
project a full newspaper page i n actual size.
EASY T O OPERATE. . . Loading and all controls
are up front at the user's fingertips. NO instruction needed.

ACCEPTS REELS AND CARTRIDGES
. . . Use
your film in reelsOr convert part or all
your
holdings to I.D.'s automatic threading cartridges . . . for l 6 m m and 35mm microfilm.

. . and a bright clear
image even in a well lighted room.

19:l MAGNIFICATION .

IMAGE ROTATION A N D SCAN . . . Rotate o r
scan the image at the touch of a finger.
IS
. . . Filmgate lifts automatically when the film is moved-prevents
scratching.
MODERATELY PRICED. . . The least expensive
large screen reel or cartridge reader on the
market. Available with manual or motorized
drive,

:a

MANUFACTURED BY

INFORMATION DESIGN, INC.

BEING DEMONSTRATED NOW AT LIBRARY CONVENTIONS
For complete details or to arrange a demonstration of the I.D. microfilm
reader and the patented I.D. microfilm cartridge system, write or call today.
DISTRIBUTED BY

GAYLORO BROS

.

INC LIBRARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

SYRACUSE. N Y 73201

STOCKTON,CA 95201

Warring Titles

LETTERS
Ethics?
W h e n I told friends of the help provided
me and my family by the two articles i n the
September issue of Special Libraries, they
suggested I write you i n case you feel your
readers want to know that the reports o n the
trials of terminated librarians are not unique.
Reading the article by Reartha C u p p was
like reading my own diary. I had visited the
same agencies a n d talked to the same people.
I had the same experience answering blind
ads--no reply. I found my MLS more of
a handicap than an asset. I will never be
able to thank the members of my family,
NJ/SLA and assorted other SLA'ers for
their encouragement and concern. I n fact,
I reached the point a t which 1 did not want
to tell anyone of my problem, it upset them
too much. My story has a happy ending. O n
the I 1I th day, I received a firm offer of a position and started work the next day.
T h e article by Paula RI. Strain, also, hat1 a
familiar ring; but I would like to comment
on the area of the para-professional or library technician. I still believe there is a
need for them. Further, I believe some organizations need them-not
librarians. (For
example, two places I visited were looking
for a "librarian" to order a n d / o r borrow
material, open mail, clleck-in periodicals,
catalog, type and file cards, send out overdue notices, search assigned indexes under
selected subject Ileaclings, circulate, reshelve,
and make copies. They Icere hoping to find
someone for $7,500, but might have to go
to $9,000. For the job description, the pay
may he right but the title is wrong.) Thus,
we Imve a new problem. Traditionally, with
n~anagement's blessings, special librarians
have helped one another, knowing help will
be available in return. However, now we
have a one-way situation and private organizations supporting full library service for
their staffs should not be expected to subsidi7e neighbors who have opted lesser service. Guidelines will have to be established to
help 1il)rarians decide the extent of help
"ethicsw requires o f tllem. I suggest a leaflei,
like the 4 L A Inter-Library Loan Code which
librarians could use to explain the service
limits when they feel they have to refuse a
request. .I'llese guidelines slrould include suggestions as to where help may be obtained.
hlxybe, this opens u p a new field of consultants for industry on a fee basis.
Marguerite Bebbington
Upper Montclair, N.J.07043

I'm your old former member in Washington, a broken-down cataloguer with the
M.S. in L.S. from Catholic University-now
writing in trouble o n behalf of a corporation
I belong to.
After graduation from teachers' college, I
took secretarial work and went to work for
a beautiful Quaker gentleman who died
June 26 a t 95. T h i s was Frederick J. Libby,
and you can find biographical facts o n him
i n old Who's Who volumes, prior to his retirement year of 1954.
H e was executive secretary for his lifetime of the National Council for Prevention
of War, which Quakers called into existence
in Washington 50 years ago for encouragement of the naval conference of 1921 held
here.
With the 5-3-3 ratio and decision by our
Navy to build u p to its full quota, the
Friends turned us loose to raise our own
budget and go permanent. T h a t is how the
story of Mr. Libby's book, T o End W a r , begins. I t is a sparkling, terse, objective, nonegoistic how-to-do-it manual which just must
get into the hands of the despairing young
resistance types of today.
But something unparalleled in my 54-year
experience has occurred. An arriviste West
Coast group has post-empted our title. Their
own review copy bf T o E n d TVar was sent by
our publisher
3, 1969. Yet they
published a book of their own by that title; I
haven't inspected it; our public library
hasn't deemed it worth collecting, and the
World Without W a r Council (note the suspicious use of two of our key words "war"
and "council") hasn't sent me a copy which
I requested December 6.
All we can do, with no money for advertising, is to solicit reviews of our own splendid book, excellent and unique in content
and brilliantly written. 1'0 prescind from the
interloping T o E n d lVar is going to be
liard to do. I foresee anguish and confusion
for all cataloguers, and diminished sale for
either book in the small market they would
be reaching at best.
T h i s interference-pattern was surely deliberate, and deserves to be pointed out in
library circles. 1 hope my letter, written in
the peak period for "Peace o n earth, goodwill to men," will have some clarifying effect.
Clayton D. Loughran, A.A.U.P.
Wider Quaker Fellowship
1124 Newcomb Way
Baltimore, Md. 21205

TO MEET YOUR LONG-RECOGNIZED NEED
Because librarians, students and other
researchers can't afford the page-by-page
searching required when there is no newspaper index, MCA felt something had to
be done.
Available, starting with the Jan. 1, 1971
editions, is the news summary and index of
a truly significant newspaper-The
Louisville Courier-Journal. Indexing of The New
York Times is used as a guide. Up-to-date
computer technology and sophisticated
software aid in storing, sorting, combining
and collating the vast amounts of information in four editions of The Louisville
Courier-Journal. Then, indexing specialists
put it all together. In the index is all region-

al information relevant to Kentucky and
surrounding areas - and national or international information with a significant and
direct relationship to the region.
Edited for a broad spectrum of users, The
Louisville Courier-Journal lndex serves students, librarians, researchers, historians,
sociologists, businessmen, attorneys-anyone in, or interested in, Kentucky.
It is published monthly and will also be
issued annually in a hardbound edition.
Information about the lndex to The Louisville Courier-Journal, the microfilm edition
of The Louisville Courier-Journal and future
indexing projects is available on request.

@@ab " ,

. Glen Rock, N J 07452 . 201 - 447-3000

a subs8dlarY of THE NEW YORK T I M E S
?P*

*h

-BJ

a
@

21 Hamstown Road

...

more letters

M o n e y a n d Merger
I read with great interest the letters in the
November 1970 issue of Special Libraries by
Deuss, Michaels, and Wickline, and I couldn't
have expressed m y feelings better! I, too, am
a member of both SLA and ASIS at present,
but how long I shall remain one is contingent upon whether or not the two associations merge. SLA is having enough trouble
financially* without taking o n any ASIS responsibilities. If the merger goes through, I
shall probably resign from both associations
because, to me, the resulting organization
will n o t be a professional one.
Dorcas H. Cheavens, Manager
Technical Library
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington, Del. 19898

* ED. NOIE: See Special Libraries 61 jno.9):
P.518 lNov 1970) for General Fund Budget for
I.Y

1971.

M o t i o n Pictures and Industrial Libraries
'The annual subscription to the National
U n i o n Catalog costs $675 and includes the
National U n i o n Catalog, which is of considerable value to catalogers, the h f o t i o n Pictures and Filmstrips and Music and Phonorecords sections, which are of almost n o value
to industrial libraries, and the Register of
.Idditionnl Locations and the h7ational Kegister of Microform ~VIasterunits, which are
of limited use. O n e may order the M o t i o n
Pictures and Mtrsic sections as separate or
additional subscriptions, but n o other selection is possible.
T h e Chief of the Card Division, Library
of Congress, which distributes the National
U n i o n Catalog, says that most libraries want
the set as a whole, and d o not want subscriptions to separate parts. T h i s library disagrees with him a n d would like to be able to
subscribe only to those parts we use, rather
than having to pay for material which is
discarded unused after a period of time.
Expressions of opinion o n this subject from
other special libraries would he of value if
sent to the Chief of the L C Card Division.
Paula M. Strain
The Mitre Corporation
McLean, Va. 22101

Ciuil Liberties
T h e members of the state-wide Committee
on the Social Responsibilities of Libraries
(a standing committee o f the California Library Association) endorse the work of the
Meiklejohn Civil Liberties Library, 1715
Francisco St., Berkeley, California 94703.
T h i s library is a unique California resource relating to basic issues i n public life
in America today. Areas of information collected by the library include, but are not
limited to, civil rights, constitutional law,
poverty programs and other social issues. I t
seeks o u t many sources for materials related
to these subjects not generally available or
known to most libraries. Its collection includes legal briefs, petitions, memoirs, reports, reported and unreported opinions of
courts, periodical articles, clippings, pamphlets and transcripts. Much of this material
would be of great value to public, school and
academic libraries if its existence and means
of obtaining it were more widely known.
The Committee feels that the Meiklejohn
Civil Liberties Library, its services and programs, should be known to every librarian in
California; that the work of this important
institution should be publicized in our library professional periodicals; that libraries
should be encouraged to subscribe and make
available to their users the various reference
resources and bibliographies published and
distributed by the Meiklejohn Library; and
that vigorous efforts should be made by the
library profession, particularly in California,
to support this unique library in any way necessary to insure its continued operation.
Stefan B. Moqes, Executive Director
California Library Asociation
717 K Street
Sacramento. Calif. 95814

Special Libraries welcomes
communications from its readers,
b u t can rarely accommodate letters
in excess of 300 words.
Light editing, for style and economy, i3 the
rule rather than the exception, and Tve
assume that any letter, unless otherwise
stipulated, is free for publication
in o u r monthly letters column.
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The Business of Running a Special Library
Helen J. Waldron
T h e KAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California 90406

Specialized Service
This paper, a lecture to library scllool
students, presents in detail four elements
that make a special library "special," as
background for a discussion of suggested
approaches to follow if one becomes re\ponsible for managing a special library.

THEBUSINESS

of running a special
lil~rar):can be a vitally interesting- activity, but 1)efore I poceed to that-sub,ject, some background on special librarie5 in general is necessary. Because there
llas never been a definition on which
everyone could agree, a great many special 1il)rarians begin by explaining what
;I special library is nol-that
is, a special
1il)ral-y is not a public lil~rary,it's not a
\chool library, and it's not a college or
university library-the
kinds that most
people are familiar with. Instead, special
lil~ral-ianswork for commercial, industrial, go~ernmental,or non-profit institutions, such as research organizations,
banks, manufacturing companies, newspapers, government agencies-whether local, state or federal-hospitals, insurance
companies, museums, very specialized tlepartments of public or university libraries, etc. None of this is new. Nevertheless there are some unique cliaracteristics
that special libraries possess in common.
Following are four elements that 1 consitler of major importance in differentiating special 1il)rariansliip from other kinds
of lilx-ariansllip.

First-and
without a doubt the most
important-is a very specialized and personalized service, which is both a philosophy and a practice. I certainly d o not
imply that other kinds of libraries are
not concerned with service, but providing special services is a primary function
of all special libraries, regardless of the
kind of organization with which they
may be associated.
For example, one of the traditional
functions of public libraries and, even
more particularly, academic libraries and
school libraries, is instruction. Librarians
have customarily performed an educational function in order to teach users
to work with reference tools, to use a
card catalog, to find their way around a
book collection, to learn liow and where
to get access to the sources that they most
need. T h e reason is a very natural one.
There are too many students or patrons
(public users) in these libraries to make
it feasible for a librarian to offer the
same kind of personali~edservice that is
not only customary, but de rigueur, in a
special library. Special libraries, on the
other hand, make no pretense of instruction to their patrons on liow to use the
library or where to find materials. Actually, there may be some special libraries
that do attempt this, but in my opinion,
if they do, they shouldn't. T h e purposes
in setting u p a library in an organi~ation
can be, among other things, to enhance
communication, to increase creativity, or
to reduce duplication of effort. And tak-

ing the time and effort of technical, professional or administrative staff whose
function is to contribute to a new product or to generate a new idea, just to
teach the user how to use tlie library is
not going to meet any of these objectives,
and is wasteful of valuable manpower.
If the library can save that individual's
time in any way, the library is contributing to his work and tllm indirectly
contributing to the mission of the organization of wl;ich it is a part. A special
librarian locates information for his user
in a much more detailed fashion than
the usual reference librarian can expect
to. T h e user wants the iriformation-not
to be told how to look it u p in a periodical index or in the card catalog. And this
same service concept extends even to
small details. If the catalog has to be
searched, it's the library staff who search
the catalog and no questions are asked
as to why the individual is not willing to
do this. If the patron is standing at the
desk and is told that the book is in, he
may show no inclination to go to the
sllelf himself. In that case, a member of
the lilxary staff walks over and gets it,
ancl the incident does not even rate a
seconcl thougllt. If l ~ is
e too I~usyto come
after them, the library xvill deliver his
in:rteriaIs to liinl. He is not expected to
pay a personal visit, altllough he is always welcome whenever he does come.
T h e lil~rarianaccepts his teleplioiie calls
or a message from his secretary. H e orders materials for him. If whatever an
individual needs is not in the collection
of a pul)lic or universit) library, the most
that can be clone is to try to I~orrowthe
item. But in a special li1)ral-y. if the marerial is essential to tlie work that is heing clone, the librarian orders it, buys
it, recluesls it, 11o1-to~z-s
i t , b e g it-whatever 111;i); be necessary to acquire that
piece of information. And not only that,
lie does it in the quickest way possible,
elm i f this means telephoning all over
t l ~ cco~rntr)..I 11;tre lost track of the num1 x 1 - of Ilours I ma): have spent calling
~)ul)li~Iier\,
lil)raries, 01- other specialized
oi.c?pnimtioil\ in ;i clo~erldifferent locatiotis-\o~nctinies all i l l one clay-in ordcl. to 1oc;tte ;I 7.it;il piece of information.
6.1

And in a special library, this is not considered an extravagance. Where speed is
important, the fastest method may in the
long run be the cheapest.
Another specialized service is translation activity. Some libraries llave fulltime translators on the staff, but in many
organizations where this is not required
or is not feasible, it is the library, in
most cases, which makes the arrangements for a translation, either by attempting first of all to locate one already
completed, or, if it proves to be totally
unavailable, then arranging for a cornnlercial translation. Still another service
is literature searches. If an inclividual,
or a group of individuals, is beginning
work on a new project and needs background nlaterial, it is tlle library which
locates ancl puts together a collection of
items that will be of assistance in proviclirig this background, in giving these people knowledge of what has I~eendone in
the field, where the problem areas are,
etc. before the individual--or groupst;trts its more protluctix~epl~aseof work.
A11 special libraries provide some form
of current awareness ~ervice-it may he
only an in-egularly issued list of new accessions, or at the otller extreme, it can
be a very sopllisticatetl SDI system, or
.,elective dissemination of information,
I)y which a computer matches incoming
material against a profile of user inteiests and prints out abstracts of those
matches, hlore commonly, there is a comI~irlationof a more or less formal listing
of new acquisitio~ls,and a simultaneous
routing of incoming materials to indiviclr~alsor g r o u ~ ~ s ~ v l interests
~ose
the liI)m-ian knows about l~ecauseit is his job
to know what kind of projects groups
;tnd inclivid~~als
are rvorking on.
I have stressed at some length this aspect of personalized scrvice, but only be-

changes, a n d s u b s e q ~ ~ e n t lpublished.
y
Mort editors seem to feel that if they can
accomplish this process within seven to
nine months they are doing extremely
well, a n d the majority are more often
forced into a twelve- to eighteen-month
cycle. As a result, antl especially i n teclinical areas, i t is report literature which
is of such interest to the research staff,
I,ecause this is the way i n which the latest \cork in a given field is disseminated
in the shortest possil~letime.

cause it is so important. As ;I matter of
t ~ t othet.
,
kinds ol 1il)raries are beginning to tno.r,e in this direction now-towards more service a n d less self-service.
1'11l)lic libraries, antl 1no5t pa~.ticularly Privacy of Collections
p ~ ~ b l 1il)ral.ies
ic
wllo are a part of a netA third major element which makes a
work o r o f a system, ;~~-e-fo~.
t l ~ efirst
special 1il)ral-y special is that to a major
titile i l l a n ) mcasu~.al,lemxy--~)rovitling
degree the collections antl t l ~ eservices
to t l ~ eI,usiness segment ol r l ~ ecormnuare not open to the pul)lic, I ~ u tare limnity the same kind ol service xvl1ic11speited to the stall' o f the organization i n
t ial l i l ) ~ . a r i m shave provicletl to their
whic.11
tlie library is located. X special
otvn ilil~netliatc sarall circlc for many.
library's first ~.csponsil)ilityis to its own
Initny years. F r r r t l ~ e m l o ~ I. ~ tliink
,
tllis
o~.gmization, antl utlless tile company
~ v i l l I x a continuing ti-end, in spite of
111c.wt11cuts in statc a n d I'ederal s \ ~ p ] ) o ~ , t . policy i\ oriented to l)ul)lic relations i n
tllis jx~rtic~rlarmannet., few special liI)I.;II.): collections are available to outsid<;urrent Information
ers exccpt o n a rather limited kind of
Li
scc.ontl major elenlet~ttllat niakes ;i
interlibrary loan. T h i s is something ol'
jl)c(i:~llil)r;~ryspeciid is tlw irntnetliacy
;I ger~eralimtion,antl 1 recognix tllat in
ot its n~;rtcrial.Hooks :we ex11cnlely usexmle special lil)rarics tllis is not true.
1111.and eel tainlj. n o special 1il)rarian is
Sonic of t l ~ caerospace antl o t l ~ e rspecial
";igxinst" I)ooks, e\.ctl tllougll we have
libraries i n tlle Southern ( X i f o r n i a area,
occasio11;dl) I ~ c e n irtcrr~etl of being so
For example, are making a special afterc ~ o ~ ~ l l ) t ~ t c ~ ~ -T ~~~a1
C~ ienanti-1)ook.
tletl
K I I ~ I ~ o w seffort to set-.rrc s t ~ d e n t swho are
imok niate1ii~1,esl)c.cially i n 21 fast-movImluentiy restricted i n the materials
i ~ scict~tific
~ g
field, is 1'1.ecjtrentlyoutdated
;rvail;iblc t o them, e,pecially if they are
1)) tlw rinie it is pul)lisl~ed.It c;m easily
in ;I location served 1)y a snlall public liI)c t l v o )c;u.s from tile time ex]~eritnent;d l)riu.y o r ;we w i t h o u ~access to a major
wol.k 11;~sImm done or ;I new tl~eoryI I ~ I S
network. I<ut t l ~ i sis tlie exception rather
I)ccu cleielopetl ltntil the ~ . e w l t shave
than tllc rule. A\nd in ally case, such
I)eer~ pul)lisl~etl co~nniet.cialIy. Comeservice Il;r\ to be limited to 1il)txry use.
t~ rent I ) . int~st speci;rl lil~ral-ies(tho~rglr
No special lil)rarian can explain to an
1 1 o t all. I)?
meitns) depend Ileavily on
i~ilpatientscientist or management spel)e~~iotlic-al
ant1 tecl1nic:rl report literat ialist or nlarketing consultant , or nietlit ~ r r e ,01. on son1e 0111er nledia, s11cl1 as
c d technickm, that the item lie requires
slitles (in a11 art n~userrtn)o r clipping\
is out on loan to a student fur two weeks
( i r t a Ilewpaper 1il)rary). I'eriotlicals are
--and conseq~rcntly ~ r n a ~ a i l a l ~f'or
l e his
c.r.~.t;tinl)a much 1;istel. ~ e h i c l efor trans, l ~ l e v ebuctrse! T h i s is 1101 the way to 'LC
m i t t i ~ ~info~.mation
g
r l ~ ; ~books
n
are, I)tr t
t ess.
?\.en 11c.1-c,tl1el.e is ft.equently an intolc.~-;rl)le
lag 01' anyw1ie1-e from six to twelve
Iiorrowing Among Lilwaries
111ont11r.sotnetirnes oigllteen niontl~s,I)(!l'o~.c i111 ;wticle is ;~cccptecl, ~.cviewec!.
Still ;mother major tlifl'e~witcl m w e e n
~.etLrrttetl to the a ~ ~ t l l ofor
r
necessq
\1)wi;tl 1il)raries and others is their
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marked dependence on other libraries
for materials and even for reference help.
No special library, no matter how restrictive the subject area or field in which
it is working, can hope to have an exhaustive collection. I t has neither the
need nor the desire to compete with the
academic libraries which attempt ever
more zealously, it seems, to cover exhaustively all materials in not just one,
but several fields. Special libraries, for
one thing, are seldom favored by generous space allocations in which to collect
antl store. Instead they are expected to
supply carefully tailored information
when it is needed to the person who
needs it. I n order to meet this goal, and
still work within the constraints of space
and collection limitations, special librarians over the years have built u p an informal network of personal associations.
Some of this is achieved through professional organizations, antl there are many
of them-the Special Libraries Association, the Medical Library Association,
the American Association of Law Libraries, the Music Library Association, the
Theater Lilxary Association, etc. Indeed,
their principal value to many of their
members seems to be that they provide
an opportunity-in both geographic and
subject units-for
personal contact and
unofficial arrangements between libraries.
But even more than this simplistic
reason for existing, historically it has
been the specialized library associations
which have taken steps to inventory available collections and resources and to
pul~lishinformation about them-directories of special libraries, both national
antl local (with, usually, special emphasis on lending policies and the degree to

which they serve outsiders), and dozens
of union lists of periodical holdings.
These groups, too, have pioneered in the
exchange of duplicate materials through
a central clearinghouse or at tlle very
least centrally prepared lists. Why? Because this was the information most useful to libraries with small concentrated
collections and sporadic needs extending
beyond that collection, and it was simply
not available anywhere until they themselves provided it. Much of our business
is accomplished by phone and our contacts are by no means limited to the local
area. T h e objective is to acquire the publication, or even more often, to find the
specific fact that is needed. And always,
there is a time constraint. Information
is needed yesterday, not next month, or
when there is time to get around to it.
T h u s tlle more people the librarian
knows-or
at least knows about-and
the more resources he can turn to, the
more successful he will be.
It is true that many of the professional/technical staff with whom the librarian works are very much interested
in having at least a small core collection
of materials to whicll they can have
ready access, and it is the librarian's job
to provide that collection, and to see that
it stays pertinent to the needs of the organization; but more often, it is the crash
program, the answer that was needed
last week, that requires the librarian's
special knowledge antl ready assistance.
T h e foregoing is an attempt to delineate some of the characteristics unique to
special libraries. And without this general knowledge, it is somewl~atdifficult
to provide any useful comments on "the
business of running" one.
Managing a Special Library

Special libraries are no more alike in
detail tl~arithe firms they serve, but each
has certain functions to perform and
certain requirements to meet regardless
of the kind of special library being operated; that is, there are common functions
and common requirements in all special
lil~raries.Knowledge about how to manage a library is important because any-

one who selects special librarianship as
his field is much more likely to end u p
being responsible for the business of running a library than is his counterpart in
the academic or public world. For one
thing, special libraries tend to be small
-there are literally hundreds of them
that operate as one-man libraries; that
is, one professional, and perhaps some
clerical help, and perhaps not-and
many hundreds of others that can be
classed as two- or three-man libraries.
Anyone finding himself in such a library
situation is forced into being a manager
whether he likes it or not. This can be
a frightening experience, but it can also
be a very exhilarating one-depending
on how much the librarian knows.
If a librarian suddenly finds himself
in such a situation and feels inadequate
about his capabilities as a manager, there
is nothing to prevent him from learning.
Librarians of my generation had to do
exactly that., as there were no special library courses available then. I cannot refrain from pointing out here that one's
education and training never cease. Nothing ever learned goes to waste in a library, and not a year passes that there
will not be something new to learn.
What then are some of the managerial
responsibilities of a special librarian?
First of all, he is expected to be a businessman in his relations with his management. It will be taken for grantedas in other kinds of libraries-that
his
professional and educational background
has equipped him to provide library service. But it is equally expected that he
will understand antl be prepared to put
business practices into effect, and that he
will I-ecognizethat operational costs must
be justified.
Even a medium-sized special librarywith rare exceptions-is
a small unit
within the complex of the parent organization. One might do well, therefore,
to disregard most of the administrative
doctrine applicable to public and academic libraries which are not the appendage to a larger organization as the
special library is. T h e special librarian's
approach has to be pragmatic. If his policies and doctrines contribute to the reali-

zation of the organizational objectives,
they are good whether they represent
good administration theory or not; if
they do not contribute to the goals of
the institution, they have no value and
ought to be discarded.
So, it is first necessary to look to the
organization witli which the library is
affiliated. Corporate organi~ation,in particular, can be confusing-if
not downright meaningless-to
one not familiar
with it. And corporate organization is
as different from one establishment to
another as one special library is from
another. ~ivisions,departments, groups,
sections-all have different meanings and
different relationships in different organi~ations.T h e first objective, then, will
be to get a clear picture of the company's
structure so that the librarian antl the library can identify with its main objectives; and second, to acquire a thorough
~lnderstandingof company policies within
which the library will be operating-the
quickest way to perdition is to attempt
to operate in conflict witli those general
policies. T h e third objective will be to
begin the establishment of harmonious
relations-with users, with peers in the organization, and with management strata
above and below.
Public Relations
Survival in any organization is not, unfortunately, exclusively dependent on
how well one does his assigned job. Every unit is in competition with every
other unit for funds, for space, for personnel. Public relations is therefore a
must in any special library. Unless people-and that term is not limited to users alone-know what the librarian is

acconiplishirig, 1x0 one oirtsicle the library unit is going to come to his aid
during I ~ ~ i d g discussions.
et
W l e n special
librarians get together, they spend a lot
of time talking about tlicir I-elationships
with management. T h e words "top management" seem to have a nlystique for
tliem that other types of lilx-aries may
liave difficultyin untlerstantling. But the
reason is comparatively simple. It is top
management who makes the final decisions on I~utlgetallocationc, on the company's direction, on priorities for effort,
and so on. It is important, then, to every
special librarian that his library's objectives be understood and accepted by
his management. I t is for these reasons
that relationships in all directions are
important, antl once the lil~rarianbegins
to establisli tliem ("begins" liecause this
is a continuing project), his next objective must be to formalize t l ~ elilrary's
own objectives ;mtl aims. He will I~ave
known in hi? own milid wll;tt he is expecting to accomplisli or hoping to
achie\,e, h t few spet ial lilxaries operate
clntler a formal c1i:u~eroutlining ol~jectives and aimu. All lilral-ies should have
such a charter, antl if the company is unwilling or too tlisinte~.estetlto do this,
the lilxal-ian must. Form;tli/ing aims and
ol~jectiveahas a suq>rising way of clarifying then-even
for the lil1ra1.y and its
staff.
Organization
\Then a charter lias been estal~lislied
for the library, then i f no organization
manual exists, one milst be created-it
will be of value to everyone in the liIxary. Far too many policies are promulgated one at a time in response to specific problems: more often tlian not it is
the lil~rarianwho has formulated them,
and tliere iu nothing wrong wit11 that.
T h e librarian .tholilt1 be formulating
them, but not one at a time-it should
11e :I systeniati~etleffort in order to integrate then1 into one cohesive whole. N o
procedures or policy manual can anticiI X I ~ C011 p~'oljlemsor provide written policies for e ~ w - ysitt~ation or relationship
wliich mav arise. If w, once sucll n man-
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ulrl were completed, a robot could do the
job. I n short, tliere is still no substitute
lor juclgment and clear thiriking.
C)tIler managerial respo~isiliilities include sucl~items as supervision and h11ancia1 operations. A one-man library
will certainly not require much in the
way of supervision, and the librarian
will hardly be expected to provide opportunity for professional growth among
llis staff, if lie doesn't have any. Rut there
will always exist tllat intangible factor
of niorale-which tlie librarian is responbible for 1)niltling-even if there is only
one assistant: ~.ecognitionof tlie organilation's objectives, and of the lil,r;n-y's
objectives; knowledge of antl compliance
with conipany rules ant1 regulations; a
growing pride in incliviclual and unit acconiplishments. Obviously, if there is a
larger staff, the supervisory responsibilities and problems a]-e going to Ije more
complex, but whole courses :we devoted
to that subject, antl tlie subject is not
within tlie scope of tl~ispaper.
Financial operations exist in er.ery liI~rary,~.egardlessof size. X lilxarian expects to be consulted at Iiutlget time (although one's recommentlatioris are not
necessilrily always acceptecl). One can expect nlonthly or qualTerly Iiutlget status
repoi-tssince, as in other kinds of liIn-aries, a major responsiliility is keeping expenditures withill budget lirnits.
One attempts to follow-or instigate, i f
tllis is appropriate within a particular
c~o~~text-~)irrcIiasi~lg
policies that will
enal)le one to meet the tlemantls of Iris
clientele and at the a n i e time effect savings where possible. One must also be
concernetl with the financial acpects ol
personnel: salaries, raises, promotions,
i)enefits or privileges. .\[any tlecisiona
must I,e made in these a]-eas. As an illustration, how does one determine the entering salary for a nelv employee-with
experience; without experience? If the
librarian is interested in automation or
computer applications, Ilis budget a n d
financial knowledge and ol~ligationsbew ~ n even
e
mol-e importarlt.
Make sure that tlil-ect access to 111e li11ra1.y is available to all. No one goes
tl~rot~gli
tlianncls t o use tlie 1il)ral.y. I t i \

true that the president or the personnel
manager or even a researcher will instruct his secretary to find out for him
the answer he needs, but this is only a
convenience, and not a necessity because
the organization requires it. And make
sure that there are lines of communication both to and from the library.
An organization chart can show you
the official and autllori~edrelationships
among units of an organization; none
can show you the myriad lines leading
in every direction-vertical,
horizontal,
diagonal, circular, zig-zag-which a library, if i t is doing its job, will haveboth to serve, and to derive information
as required. I t is surprising how many
times the needed answer will be found
within the organization, and it is the library which must be the switching point
for this exchange of information.
It is necessary to exercise care, however, in releasing information-be
sure
that no company policies are being violated. All librarians have a deep conviction that informatioil should be available to everyone-special librarians have
to modify that somewl~at.For example,
as a non-profit organization with no axe
of any kind to grind, we get an unusual
number of requests from our profit-making neighbors for materials they hope we
can lend them. They are not about to
ask a competitor (even though that competitor's library may be more appropriately stocked for their needs than ours
is)-because to do so would be to divulge
information about their company's current interests tvhich are not yet public
property.
Unfortunately, results of the library's
work are difficult to measure in dollars
and cents. Unlike their public and academic counterparts which are recognized
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and accepted as a necessary part of their
respective communities, i n the business
world, special libraries are often suspect,
and one is always in the position of justifying their existence. This is largely because libraries are in the "overhead" or
"indirect cost" category of the organization's finance structure. T h e library's
primary function is to further the effort
and the capability of the "direct cost"
staff who are bringing in new work or
performing work already contracted for.
It must be understood that there may be
a certain resentment among these "direct" or profit-producing units about supporting overhead operations, such as a
library. And the librarian's job, of course,
is to convince them that the library i.c
contributing to their success.
Conclusion

All of this may sound rather like a
worrisome and uncertain existence-on
the contrary, it makes for an exciting, viable, dynamic, fluid kind of library.
There is no limit to the innovations one
can make-as long as they don't cost a
Fortune-and
there is al)solutely no advantage in tradition for tradition's sake.
As I have emphasized, the librarian's first
concern is his own organization's objectives. If traditional circulation policies
or cataloging practices or reference services do not advance those objectives, then
they must be modified. Rut to do this, a
firm background in library science is a
necesity. It is perhaps analogous to a
sculptor who studies anatomy only in
order to be able to ignore it. A special
lilwarian is in no position to make intelligent innovations, unless he knows
what the traditional and time-tested
n~ethods are, and the ways i n which

those methods have been applied to problems over the years. Attempting to set
up one's own system without regard for
what has been done successfully in the
past is like re-inventing the wheel, and
it accomplishes nothing.
I t is not possible in very many libraries to establish policies and procedures
and then sink into a comfortable rut
for the next ten years, but in special
libraries, it is literally impossible. This
is what makes special librarianship such
an exciting field-one
must always be
alert, always sensitive to the tides of
change around one. For there is no question about there being change. T h e only
uncertainty is in what direction i t may
come, at what rate, by whom instigated,
and with what outcome. Because one
must constantly adjust with the times
and with one's organization, I can think
of no better profession for offering a
constant challenge and a way of staying
young forever. Special librarianship and
hardening of the arteries simply do not
go together.
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I am a Negro:

Black as the night is black,
Black like the depths of my Africa.
LANGSTON H U G H E S

A Special Librarian by Design*
Vivian Davidson Hewitt
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, New York, N.Y. 10017

SPECIAL
LIBKARIANS

are among
the most sophisticated and aware people
1 know. They often get to travel and to
meet interesting people. They are information experts providing specializecl
services to bankers, manufacturing concerns, newspapers, research organizations,
advertising, insurance and government
agencies, hospitals, museums, professional ancl trade associations, and to the
fields of business, science, tecllnology and
the social sciences. Whatever one's special "thing," it can be done i n a special
1il1rai.y. There is a general feeling that
race is not a handicap to acceptance or
invol~~ernent
in special library circles.
'I'lie field is wide open, especially to the
young black.
Most of the time, when special librarianr get together in meetings of the Special Libraries Association, race does not
intrude. W e are professionals wrestling
with mutual problems-lack
of space,
Iligh t~lrnoverof clerical staff, lost periodicals, slow bindery service, insufficient
time for reading, recruitment, inadequate
representation of special librarianship

+
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courses in library school curriculum, etc.
Hlack librarians are functioning at every
level in the Association, although too
few, to be sure. T h e same dozen or so,
with a few new faces, are seen each year
at the annual meetings. New York has
the largest Chapter within the structure
of the Association, and among the special
librarians I know, I have not encountered any who are bigoted. When I first
started attending annual conferences, a
few, seeing my Kockefeller Foundation
identification plate, would smile and ask
me how many were on the library staff
and who was the librarian, and would
then look startled when I told them I was.
T h e special library often has a special
climace and work cllaracteristics, and is
not recommended as a way of life to
those who buckle under pressure. Demands tend to he rapid, frequent, often complex, sometimes overwhelming.
Tllere is great satisfaction in working
closely with and for experts whom you
come to know well, antl whose intelligence and competence you respect; of
being able often to see the immediate results oE your own work in theirs; of being accepted as a necessary part of a re5earch team. I have had my "finger in
the pie" of at least a d o ~ e nbooks, with
some of the authors acknowledging my
help in tl~eirpreface or introduction.
I have some very strong beliefs about
special library work: I believe in excellence antl i n a I~iglistandard of perform-

ance. As I am also a recruiter at heart, I
believe in encouraging young people in
my profession. Obviously, those of us
who are in mid-career and beyond will
need replacements from the ranks of the
young (I might even think of an early retirement to take u p the hobby of binding books, not to mention cataloging my
personal library), and I know that special libraries will need fresh minds who
dare to dream, to plan, to do, to experiment, to innovate, and who have courage
and compassion.

1,800 black people worked hard and
lived comfortably enough; and our homes
reflected this.
My neighborhood was Negro, IrishCatholic, Italian-Protestant, with a few
other ethnic groups thrown in for good
measure. We all visited in each other's

Color is a reality, it never disappears. It
can only become unimportant.
-CLARENCE BLOW
(August 1969 interview in

"Cross Currents")

Books and libraries have always been
a part of my life. As a child, my parents
read aloud to us at bedtime. When they
couldn't, the older children did. When
the older kids went to the public library,
which was in walking distance from our
house, the younger ones always tagged
along. I had a library card as soon as I
could write my name. I n the third grade,
I went into the library business with one
of my playmates. Operating from the
roll-top desk she had received for Christmas, we pooled our books, devised our
own charge-out system, and loaned books
to our neighborhood friends.
We lived in a mixed neighborhood in
New Castle, Pennsylvania, a city of 48,000 people about 50 miles northwest of
Pittsburgh and 20 miles east of Youngstown, Ohio. Before the great depression
of 1929, the city was a mecca for wealthy
families. There were not too many industries-a
tin mill, a bronze factory,
and a pottery now world renowned for
its china-and life was pleasant. My father had come from North Carolina with
my mother and three children, to be the
butler in the home of a United States
Senator. However, with the advent of the
depression, many of the wealthy families,
my father's employer among them, gave
u p their large homes or reduced their
staffs. By this time, we two younger ones
had been born. My father decided to stay
and sought employment in one of the
mills. When there were slack periods, the
economy of the whole town suffered. I n
general, though, most of New Castle's

homes and rallied around each other for
the important events in the life of a family-births, deaths, weddings. When my
mother was ill, the Parillos and Mangines brought home-made Italian bread
and spaghetti. T h e Petersons shared their
doctor with her, taking her regularly to
see him. When my oldest brother died,
the neighbors sat with us, comforted us,
broughi baskets of food. I remember the
pies most, because it was my job to return all the plates and pans. When my
parents celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary, one of the white neighbors
gave the floral piece for the table. It was
that kind of neighborhood.
"
As far back as I can remember, the
schools were always ethnically mixed, always excellent. he teachers for the most
part seemed fair and dedicated. Friendships between black and white kids were
common in elementary school, before the
"rules" were known. After sixth grade,
we inexorably drifted apart and, by high
school, self-segregation was close to absolute.
Geneva College, which I attended, was
a sectarian school and it prided itself on
its "non-biased racial attitude." There
were never more than three or four Negroes on the campus at any one time.
During my freshman year, four Negro
girls brought the black college population to something like the huge figure of
seven or eight (one of them my older
brother), out of a total enrollment of 500
students.

I commuted to and from college each
day for four years. As a work-scholarship
student I was assigned to the library.
Freshmen got the dirty jobs-dusting
books-and I swear I got to know every
single one of the 50,000 books in the library! We graduated to better jobs as we
progressed. One of the librarians taught
me to bind magazines, a skill which delighted me. As I had some artistic flair,
I also handlettered and labeled them.
Many are in use today. I saw some on
the shelves when 1 returned a few years
ago for a class reunion.

Because 1 didn't know any better and
had not had any vocational counseling
or guidance, I was preparing for social
work, one of the so-called "safe-for-Negroes" professions, and also gathered education credits in case I wanted or had
to teach. I took all the sociology courses
offered and, as it turned out, my major
was psychology with a second major in
French.
T h e summer preceding my senior year
marked the turning point for me in my
choice of a career. One of my closest
friends had just married a young Urban
League executive. T h e Pittsburgh League
was host that year for the National Conference. My friend's husband invited me
to the conference at Camp James Weldon
Johnson. One day, while sitting on the
grass listening to speeches, Maurice Moss,
the Pittsburgh League executive, flopped
down beside us. In the course of our conversation, and at his questioning, I confessed my uncertainty about becoming a
social worker. He pressed me for information about my undergraduate experience and urged me to think about becoming a librarian, T h e odds for doing
so were in my favor, he felt. Besides, he
indicated, it was the only field not yet
cracked by Negroes in the city of Pittsburgh. Said he, "Apply to Tech Library
School (Carnegie Institute of Technology) and let's see what happens. We're
prepared to back you if you're not accepted."
T h a t fall, I let my career switch be

known to the head of the psychology
department, Dr. Georgiana Wylie, and
to the college librarian, Miss Miriam
Grosch, who was surprised, yet pleased,
about my change of plans. She not only
saw to it that my remaining work experience was enlarged arid extended but also
wrote a recommendation on my behalf
to the library school.
Early in June, I was notified by Carnegie Institute of Technology Library
School that my credentials were satisfactory and that .I had been accepted as a
student, "subject to an interview with
the Director." T h e interview cinched for
me what was to be the beginning of
some of the happiest days of my life in
Pittsburgh, yet some of the most frustrating Some memories are bittersweet.
I was assured that upon graduation a
job awaited me in the Wylie Avenue
Branch Library in Pittsburgh. 1 was to
be the Jackie Robinson of the library
profession in the city!

Just out of "sloppy joe" sweaters, short
skirts and dirty saddle shoes, we were
soon to be turned into perfectly dressed
model librarians. All of us who were
academically u p to it were drafted to
work 12 to 15 hours a week in the Carnegie library and its branches. There
were only four black students on the
campus at the time, all except me in
Painting and Drama.
Classroom work was arduous, but I
worked hard and excelled, loving every
minute of my work experience. My special seminar paper detailed the history of
Negro librarianship in the United States,
with emphasis on the Atlanta University
School of Library Service. I received no
special consideration in class because of
race. It saddened me to realize that in
the huge city of Pittsburgh with its large
black population, it fell to me to break
ground in the library profession. Negroes
generally felt they were not wanted at
Tech and didn't bother to apply. No encouragement to do so was given to them
by guidance counselors in high schools
or colleges, and there was never any ag-

gressive seeking out of qualified black
candidates by the library school administration. It was a very expensive school
to attend, even in those days. My parents
sacrificed a lot for me and, with very
strong financial backing from my brother
plus the money I earned, I completed the
year's work.

What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a soreAnd then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar overlike a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load.
Or does it explode?
LANGSTON

HUGHES*

It was customary then for students to
take a few weeks of practice work in an
actual library situation. T h e only one in
the class to go out of town, I completed
my assignment in New York. Mrs. Dorothy Homer, my overall supervisor at the
Countee Cullen Branch Library on 135th
Street, in the heart of Harlem, was my
first black model image. I spent time in
each of the special sections of the library,
including the Children's Room and the
Schomberg Collection. 1 also spent time
at the most interesting special branches
-1 15th Street in Spanish Harlem and
the Nathan Straus Branch for Young
Adults. I was offered, but declined, a job
in the city in favor of my obligation to
the Pittsburgh community. Besides, sheltered and protected, I didn't feel ready
for New York City yet.
My appointment to Wylie Avenue
Branch Library in Pittsburgh began with

*@

1951 by Langston Hughes. Reprinted from
The Panther and the Lash, by Langston Hughes,
by permission of Alfred Knopf, Inc.

a full year of solid grounding in every
phase of library operation and administration under the patient, yet firm, training of the branch librarian, Miss Eugenia
Brunot. There was keen awareness of
my "unique" position. My co-workers,
the administration and the community
wished me well. What bias there was was
subtle and kept under control.
Located in Pittsburgh's most notorious
slum, the Hill District, the Wylie Avenue
Branch Library served an area inhabited
b y 60,000 people. T h e Hill was an old
section of the city into which the great
American migrations poured thousands
of people-the Irish in 1860, the Jewish
in 1870, the Italian in 1890, the Negro
in 1910, and some 15 other nationalities
in lesser numbers at other times. One
group succeeded another, each a little
poorer, somewhat less organized, and a
little more miserable than those who had
come before. A few of each always remained, finding it impossible to struggle
out of their surroundings. By the time I
started to work, the area was predominantly black. Because of the greater need
for community services, there was a heavier concentration of group work and recreation agencies here-settlement houses,
Y's, Boys' Clubs-than in any other section of the city. We were right in the
middle of everything that went on, and
we served actively in all sorts of capacities on all kinds of community committees in all types of agencies. Our patrons
ranged from the near-illiterate to the
doctoral candidate. A 12- to 15-hour day
two or three times a week was not unusual. I was allowed to "bank" this overtime and, when it was convenient, I
would fly to New York to sightsee and
go to the theater.

*

After two years at the Homewood
Branch Library, my next appointment, I
was scheduled to be transferred to the
East Liberty Branch. But it was not to
be. A letter of application, written to Atlanta University two years earlier, paid
off. Things happened so fast that there
was no time to consider or consult. A
quick decision had to be made. It was

the best decision I have ever made. It
changed my life.
I arrived on the campus of Atlanta
University on the 15th of September,
1949, to be Instructor-Librarian in the
School of Library Service. T h e next day,
the Dean of the Library School, Dr. Virginia Lacy Jones, introduced me to a
good-looking young exchange teacher
from Morehouse College, who was offering courses in the library school. On December 26, 1949, John H. Hewitt, trained
at Harvard and New York University
and born and bred in New York City,
and I were married, with the late Reverend Dr. Shelton Hale Bishop, rector of
St. Philips Episcopal Church, New York
City, officiating.
I liked teaching and tried to make my
classes as practical and as interesting as

In 1937 the Schomburg Collection was
part of the 135th Street Branch and we
were all one staff, with Ernestine Rose as
the Branch Librarian. She had made her
branch the center of black culture and
one of the focal points of the Black Renaissance. Arthur Schomburg was one of
the leaders, and I had the good fortune
to be assigned to work in the Schomburg
Collection as well as in the children's
room. Mr. Schomburg was intensely interested i n children and aware of their ignorance in the area of black history.
"These books must be published," he
would say, "and it is the responsibility of
you and other children's librarians to get
them written and published."
AUGUSTA BAKER

possible. I taught the beginning basic
reference course, and a course on public
libraries. With my solid years of experience in one of the major library systems
in the United States, I felt completely
competent to teach both. I had student
assistants working with me in the specialized library which was maintained by the
school and which I ouerated. I tried to
see that their work experience was meaningful and useful.

We lived an insulated. self-contained
life so long as we remained on campus
(glamorous, too-celebrities
were commonplace in the University Center). T h e
decision to leave Atlanta was ours. There
had been a death in my husband's family, we were having a housing problem,
and anyway, we wanted to get to New
York. I was pregnant. I wanted the experience of just remaining at home to be
wife and mother.
After about a year, the baby carriagepark syndrome began to get me. T h e
most interesting mother I had met was
an ex-chorine from the old "Zanzibar"
nightclub. I felt a strong urge to get back
to work, and I reasoned that I must be
needed. There was always a shortage of
trained librarians. Then began the job
hunt, another new experience for me.
I became a special librarian by longrange planning and deliberate design. I
suppose the seed had been planted when
I was in library school. One of my classmates, a graduate of one of the "Seven
Sisters" colleges and a member of a
well-to-do Pittsburgh family, had such
enthusiasm for Special Libraries Association that her contagion had rubbed off.
She thought the Association would be
able to help me locate a job.
M7hen we went to New York on vacation during the summer of 1951, I visited
the Special Libraries Association headquarters at 31 East Tenth Street. Mrs.
Kathleen B. Stebbins, then Executive
Secretary, was away on vacation but she
wrote to me in Atlanta soon after returning to her office and indicated a willingness to help me. She further said the
Association would be very happy to welcome me as an active member upon payment of membership dues ($10 in 1952).
I became an SLA member shortly afterward and have remained an ardent, active one since.
Meanwhile, during my tenure in Atlanta, I met Dorothy Cole, editor of Library Literature, who came to the library
school to lecture about Wilson publications. I was later asked to be one of her
consultants in a revision of her publica-

tion's subject headings. She invited me
to visit her at the H. W. Wilson Company whenever I was in New York, and
I did. I also turned to her for assistance
in finding out more about the job market once I decided to return to work.
She arranged for me to meet the placement officer at Columbia University. I
shall never forget that long, lean, lank
Texan! After establishing that my qualifications were impeccable, he gave me a
list of openings, all in mid-town Manhattan, and asked me to report back to
him on the kind of reception I received
in each. Though he didn't say so, he
probably had some inkling or understanding of the racial climate.
T h e advertising- agencies
and one
broadcasting company were the least receptive. I shall not forget that the librarian in one of the former treated me as
though I were exhibit A, B, C, and D
when introducing me to every single staff
member, including all the pages! Another constantly used the phrase, "you
people." Another librarian thought that
I was "overtrained" for the opening.
Years later I was to meet all three on
equal terms. Two weren't particularly
popular with their own staffs, and a third
was not a professionally trained librarian
and was, I now feel, understandably on
the defensive. They have long since departed from the library scene.

I finally accepted an offer to go to
Crowell-Collier Publishing Company as
researcher in its Readers' Service Division.
T h e director of the division had been a
former American Library Association
official and was trying to upgrade the department by hiring professional librarians whenever there was an opening. My
friends thought that I had surely "arrivedo-well-known company, an office
located in the fashionable fifties. They
didn't know it was two and a half years
of gruelling, sustained pressure. If I had
not been before, I certainly became in
short time a very savvy reference researcher. I was also the first dark face
they had ever had in that particular of-

fice. After the initial defenses of the regular staff wore off, I was accepted merely
as another one of the workers who sat at
a desk five days a week from nine to five,
typing out answers to all kinds of questions that purchasers of an encyclopedia
said they couldn't find in the book. The
readers were entitled to one answer for

Though I was a charter member of the
Georgia Chapter of the Special Libraries
Association, I could not, because of racial
discrimination, belong to the Georgia Library Association.
VIRGINIA LACY JONES
of Library Service
Atlanta University

Dean, School

After Virginia Lacy Jones (Atlanta Library School) had contributed the information that the Georgia chapter of Special
Libraries Association had been integrated
for five years, and voiced her dismay over
seeing SLA so far i n advance of ALA, the
vote on the delaying amendment was
taken. I t was defeated.
E. J. JOSEY

every coupon and each had received, I
believe, 50 coupons. Letters containing
questions were received by the thousands,
to be parceled out among the staff who
sat there beating out replies. We covered
A to Z, soup to nuts, and the more you
answered the more you were expected to
answer. Production and speed were of
the utmost importance. Quantity, not
quality. Needless to say, turnover was
high in the department, as few could
withstand the grind. Yet I stayed because
I wanted to build up a good two-year
work reference to be used as a stepping
stone for the next position I would look
for.
Several fluky things worked to my advantage: questions too difficult to deal
with on the premises were kept in a
folder to be rotated among the staff who
went "into the field" for one week each
to find the answers. The questions determined where ofle would go to do the
independent research, though most of us

went to New York Public Library. I
learned to use many of the special collections, became acquainted with most of
the librarians, and altogether remember
it as an opportunity to learn my way
around that huge complex building at
Fifth Avenue' and 42nd Street. There
were limitations about the kinds of questions which were regarded as within the
firm's scope, particularly medical and
legal questions. Those in the medical
category which could be handled came
to me simply because my bus to work
passed by the New York Academy of
Medicine. I became a familiar patron at
the Academy, getting to know many of
the librarians, the special collections and
periodicals, and the rare book room.
most important, and it was to stand me
in good stead later at the Rockefeller
Foundation, I gained a knowledge of
medical literature and familiarity with
using medical reference tools in doing
literature searches.
There was another difficult category
of question/letters called "write-outs."
After determining the best possible
source for an answer, a letter was sent
to that source in hope of receiving something which could then be sent on to the
original inquirer. These were tough. I
was asked to take on this job.

Opportunities for black librarians in industrial libraries are at the same stage as
other industrial opportunities for black
Americans. You have to rock the boat and
ripple the waters.
MARY LEE TSUFFIS

T h e time came for salary reviews. Each
staff member was notified by the supervisor of the department of his or her
raise. Most received a $5 per week increase; because my production, considerably slowed down by those awful "writeouts," wasn't as great, I was to receive
only a $3 raise! I protested. I went back
to my desk and stewed awhile, then once
again "went on a march" this time into
the director's office. I said that I hadn't

asked for the tough assignment but since
it had been given to me I took it on, and
now I felt I was being penalized for
something over which I had no control.
Furthermore, I expected to receive the
same raise as other staff members. I did.
T h e publishing job, though interesting
enough, became too exhausting. I was
drained of energy and, in fairness to myself and my family, I felt that I must
look for a less demanding and more professionally rewarding position. By then
I was actively affiliated with the Publishing Group of the New York Chapter of
Special Libraries Association and attended as many meetings as possible. I
made it a practice to get home to my
young son and my husband as soon after
work as I could, so that we might have
our evening meal together and so that I
could be there for bedtime story hour
with young John. As meetings usually
began after work, about 5:30 p.m., and
were in midtown, I could attend them
from time to time.

In 1955, I became aware of an opening
for a librarian at the Rockefeller Foundation. T h e Foundation was near my job
so it was easy for me to go for the necessary interviews. Interviews concluded, references checked, I began my new responsibilities at the end of November. Mv
past work experience was, I felt, equal
to the demands made on me in this new
position. T h e Foundation needed a librarian and I wanted to be in a special
library. I would like to believe that race
had nothing to do with my hiring,
though I was genuinely surprised to find
myself, once again, the first, as far as I
knew, and only Negro woman on the
staff. Some Negro men were messengers,
custodians, in the accounting department, mailroom, and treasurer's office,
and Ralph Bunche was even on the
Board of Trustees! If there was any surprise about my race (except for the Negro men, who were proud and supportive
and let me know it), all the staff members I encountered were too well-bred to
show it, One day, one of the executives

These types of libraries mostly required
a liberal arts background, which was
what most black students were acquiring.
Very few who entered library school were
equipped with a physical science background. As a result, the school felt that
there was little need even to expose the
black student to the possibilities of special libraries or librarianship in any specialized subject area. Though I had a
science background there was no counseling or encouragement to use my background in a specialized area of librarianship.

I found my work at the United Aircraft
Research Laboratories Library fascinating.
It introduced me to a totally new experience in librarianship and information
transfer. To the best of my recollection I
was one of the first black professional
"exempts" at United Aircraft. My manager
seemed most anxious to involve me fully
in all activities and, within two months, I
attended my first professional organization conference, the Special Libraries Association Annual Meeting. In professional
activities, I found a certain level of acceptance, which increased as my involvement increased. Again, in some encounters, I would meet friendly but guarded
curiosity about my credentials, place of
birth, college, library school, and where I
presently worked-but never without some
obtuse questions about my lineage. For
some reason or other my white counterparts preferred to guess that I was anything but black. Some librarians apparently
had never had any immediate contact with
a black librarian involved in the same kind
of librarianship.

came into the library to consult a dictionary, spoke to me in Spanish, raised
an eyebrow when I replied in English,
but otherwise kept his cool. I found the
Foundation's atmosphere friendly, not
too familiar, and conservative, yet cordial.
There was a complete turnover in the
library staff shortly after my arrival. Fortunately, I was able to persuade a former
co-worker, an exceptionally able librar-

In twenty years of librarianship, I have
worked in public, academic and special
libraries. To say that there are more opportunities for black librarians i n industry
than in any other type of special library
would be misleading. But this area of
librarianship has offered me the most
opportunity and professional challenge. I
will not deny that I have had to work
twice as hard, do twice as well and, with
lip-biting silence, put up with twice as
much ignorance and stupidity as my white
associates i n order to be recognized, but
the alternative would have been invisibility.
In recent years, at various professional
meetings, I have seen a gradual swelling
in numbers of black librarians, representing all types of libraries. Equally important is the honest expression of friendliness, acceptance and recognition by the
library community, not because we are
black, but because we are librarians, sharing common problems and goals. As I
look back and compare my early years
with today, I am convinced that discrimination in librarianship is dying out and
we are no longer invisible or considered
as outsiders by those we work with and
for.
While advancement opportunities leave
much to be desired, inroads have been
made. The transformation from being
black and bewildered to being black and
beautiful has begun to be a reality. The
hope of today's few black librarians in
industry, education, and the public and
academic specialties lies in the young
college graduates, both black and white,
now entering the profession. We did our
part the best way we knew how. Now it
is up to them.
MARY LEE TSUFFIS*

ian, to be my assistant. As a team we
tried, during my seven-year tenure, to
give the best possible service to the staff
of the Foundation. I know we succeeded1
I now felt that 1 could function as a
competent, professional librarian and

* Reprinted from the chapter by Mrs. Tsuffis,
"An Alternative to Invisibility," p.237-246,
of The Black Librarian in America.
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES

as a private individual. I was so appreciative of this that, outside my immediate
family and intimate friends, I never let
my place of employment be known.
Whenever the question came up, I simply said that I was a librarian with a private organization and let it go at that.
There were two instances of slippage: an
effusive society editor mentioned my
name in her column in the Pittsburgh
Courier; and I signed the guest register
on a busman's holiday visit to the State
Library in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
That, too, became a social note in a local
paper. Both items were sent by the Foundation's clipping service to the office.
I will never forget my introduction to
Dean Rusk, then the President of the
Foundation and later Secretary of State
in the administration of President Lyndon B. Johnson. I had boned u p on
Foundation history and learned that Mr.
Rusk had graduated from Davidson College in Davidson, North Carolina, where
my aunt and uncle lived. My uncle
owned the main barber shop in this
beautiful little college town. When I
told Mr. Rusk, he said that my uncle
had given him many a haircut. He then
said he was very glad I was on the staff,
and that I should take all the time I
needed to visit other libraries to get to
know other librarians. How's that for
support from the top, I thought!
On another occasion Mr. Lindsley F.
Kimball, the Foundation's Executive
Vice President, called me into his office
and said that I had been there long
enough to entertain other librarians who
had been helpful to our library. When
I made u p the list there were too many
to be seated at the one large table in the
private dining room (a few officers, the
three of us comprising the library staff,
my immediate supervisor, and Mr. Rusk
and Mr. Kimball), but he said that was
no problem, just divide u p the group
and give two luncheons. More than 20
top librarians from such organizations as
the Council on Foreign Relations, the
Museum of Modern Art, New York and
Columbia Universities, were entertained.
Until that time, I had been merely a

voice on the telephone to these other librarians. Those two luncheons were a
tremendous public relations gesture on
the part of the Foundation and were
typical of the kind of support I received
from the administration.
My summer assignment in 1958 was to
operate the Foundation's agricultural
program library in Mexico City while
Dr. Dorothy Parker, then librarian, was
on an extended South American business
tour. I gained a new appreciation of the
Foundation's program in Mexico, and
the agricultural division in New York
began to use the library more extensively
than it ever had before. A foreign assignment is not all work and professional activity, though. Pleasant experiences and
dear friends came my way independently
of the Foundation but it was Dr. Parker
who, before her departure, helped plan
a scheduled itinerary for me so that I
could make good use of every free moment to see as much as possible of Mexico and its people.

The intellectual and social challenge
of librarianship is compelling. I am not
sure what has impelled other men to action in librarianship, but for me, it was a
combination of my desire to make the
library a more viable institution and a
burning desire to destroy the barriers
which divide white men from black men.
E. J. JOSEY

I would be less than honest if I conveyed that there were never any incidents
at the Rockefeller Foundation which had
racial implications. They were few and
far between, fortunately, but they did
happen. Most, I believe, merely showed
ineptness, ignorance, or insensitivity
(singly or in combination) to the feelings
and situations of ethnic minorities. How
sad, I thought, that this could happen in
this organization of the educated elite.
But I tend to forget the bad and remember the good: the couplet someone coined,
"If anyone can do it, it's surely Vivian

Hewitt!"; the letter from a retired science
writer saying that he hesitated to bother
me with reference questions, but so many
arose in the course of his new work that
he honestly believed he missed the Foundation library more than any other library he had known. Then there was a
letter from a former doctor on the staff
who said that my promptness was so remarkable and so much appreciated that
when someone started to pick the librarian of the year, the way the American
Medical Association picks the general
practitioner of the year, he would nominate me.

to the world organization itself, continue
to use the Endowment library.
T h e functions of this medium-sized
special library are handled by two professionally tramed librarians: myself and
an assistant, plus a secretary and a clerical assistant. Prior to my own appoint-

Increasingly during the 60's my office
was called upon by librarians who had
pressures put on them to employ Negro
librarians in professional positions. Often,
urgent telephone calls come to me to
recommend the 'instant' Negro to fill a
position of responsibility immediately.
VIRGINIA LACY JONES

My decision to leave the Foundation
was not easy. But I was beginning to
chafe at the "cloistered" life. T h e library
was restricted to "Staff Use Only," and
I wanted something with greater outside
contacts. I applied for and was accepted
in February, 1963, as Librarian of the
James Thomson Shotwell Library of the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace. T h e move from the West Side to
the East Side opened u p a new world for
me.
I n the small, friendly, somewhat informal atmosphere of the Carnegie Endowment, with its international climate
and clientele, my race is inconsequential.
In addition to meeting the specific needs
of the staff, the library provides reference
and research information on international affairs to many organizations
working in the field of international relations, as well as to individual scholars,
officials, and some graduate students. Another category of users to whom we extend service are the Fellows in the Endowment's Programs in Diplomacy, a
program designed for young foreign service men and women from developing
countries who are likely to hold positions
of considerable responsibility in their respective countries in the near future.
T h e program provides for about 15 annual fellowships in New York. Quite often, former Fellows, finding themselves
posted in New York, either at their country's Mission to the United Nations or

ment, there had been only two librarians
since it opened in 1953. Carnegie Endowment librarians have always engaged in
extra-curricular activities with the encouragement, endorsement, and support
of the administration.
T h e Carnegie Endowment also has a
European Centre in Geneva, Switzerland,
with a small library which I have often
been called on to help with advice and
assistance. In the fall of 1969, I visited
the Geneva office for further consultations, stopping on the way home for a
week each in Paris and London, to consult and visit various libraries similar to
our own.

*

In Special Libraries Association, I have
been active at every level. T h e Association invited me to represent it at the
Pacem in Terris Convocation in 1965
and the White House Conference on International Conference Year-Panel
on
Culture and Intellectual Exchange, also
in 1965. I have served as SLA's United
Nations Non-governmental Observer
since 1964, and as Chairman and member of its International Relations Committee since 1968. I was invited to deliver a John Cotton Dana Lecture (started
by SLA's Recruitment Committee in
1961 to pay homage to the founder of

the Association) at Texas Woman's University in 1968.
I am indebted to many people: to my
loving and devoted family (my own and
my husband's); to my husband and my
soh who have allowed me to come an2
go, almost without ever complaining;
and to so many colleagues in the New
York Chapter of Special Libraries Association, especially the Nominating Committee who first nudged
- and then kicked
me upstairs with gentle persuasion to become President of the Chapter in May
1970.

These are the subjective, personal reminiscences of one special librarian-color,
"early blackv-who, in her third decade
of employment, can look at herself and
say, "I am the most occupationally adj&ed person I know." Would I encourage others to join the profession? By
all means!
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Mrs. Hewitt is librarian of the James
T h o m s o n Shotwell Library of the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace. H e r paper appeared as a chapter
i n T h e Black Librarian in America, Scarec ~ o wPress, 1970.

The Index to Dental Literature
A Critical Appraisal
Malvin E. Ring
Batavia, New York 14020

An index to the periodical literature
of a professional discipline is an essential factor in the growth and development of the knowledge of that field. T h e
I n d e x t o Dental Literature had a stormy
birth fifty years ago, but after much
struggle has taken its place as an invaluable research tool. This I n d e x is evaluated in terms of its classification system,

its standardization of nomenclature, its
use of cross references and its effectiveness in machine-searching for information. T h e quality of the index entries is
discussed, and it is pointed out that the
authority for the production of the Dental Index is of the highest-the American
Dental Association.

SOME

but how to search for them? T h e author
in writing of Margaret Lawson used the
term "chronic intumescence," but this
term is not in use today. However, I
continued my search and found another
case describing a child with "hypertrophy of the tongue" and before long I
had come across three other unfortunates
-one suffering from "displacement of
the tongue," another from "swelling of
the tongue," and the third simply referred to as "edematous tongue." Were
all of these patients suffering from the
same malady? I don't know. T h e terms
bear little resemblance to our common
term "macroglossia" in use today. Thus
I came face-to-face with one of the major
problems in the field of literature searching-the problem of nomenclature-the
problem of deciding upon a term with
which to initiate a search and, more important, deciding upon a term which
would be adhered to by the search tools.

T I M E AGO, while browsing
through the stacks of the Health Sciences
Library of the State University of New
York at Buffalo, I came across a fascinating story concerning one "Margaret Lawson, aged twenty-four, a native of Ireland
[who] was admitted June 1, 1829 into the
Pennsylvania Hospital with a chronic
enlargement of the tongue." This unfortunate young girl was unable to retrude her tongue into her mouth and
had been disfigured in this manner for
the past twenty years. Only the imagination, skill and intrepid daring of a surgeon who risked amputating transformed
her into a normal member of society so
that in time she "was no longer an object of loathing, but of admiration, and
she was soon to be married to an intelligent, prudent and thriving mechanic (I)."
This type of deformity is a rather rare
one and interested me greatly. I decided
to seek out other cases in the literature,
82

We in the sciences today have at our
disposal numerous excellent search aids,
among which are the extremely valuable
abstracting services and indexes. But, unlike Athena who sprang fully formed
from the head of Zeus, these indexes
did not spring fully grown from the heads
of some enterprising librarians or scientists. They came about only after long
arduous travail, and their births were
stormy indeed, with their maturation
taking many long years and much work.
And the problem of nomenclature was
just one of the many problems faced by
these ingenious devisers of the indexes
we have today.
Development of the Index to Dental
Periodical Literature
Dentistry as a profession came of age
in 1839 when three monumental occurrences took place: the first dental school
in the world was founded in Baltimore,
the first true national association of dentists was formed in New York, and, most
important to this paper, the first dental
periodical in the world was launched,
the American Journal of Dental Science.
As the years went by, more and more
journals were founded, both proprietary
and non-proprietary. By the time sixty
years had passed and the turn of the century approached, the number of periodicals had grown to such proportions that
i t was impossible for a worker in dentistry to keep u p with more than a few.
And although several of the journals
published indexes to their own contents,
the number of volumes was so large as
to make the task of searching through
the indexes too laborious. At that time
the literature of dentistry was mostly i n
journals, very little having been crystallized into books. It became evident
that many valuable articles were lost to
the profession unless they could be classified and indexed.
There is a saying that great challenges
bring forth great men, and one of these
men was Dr. Arthur D. Black, dean of
the dental school at Northwestern University. H e was painfully aware of the

need for access to the literature and decided to tackle the iob. But first came
the problem of a standardized classification system. I n 1898, Dr. Black, in association with Dr. Frederick B. Noyes, used
the Dewev Decimal Classification as the
framework to develop a classification
scheme for dentistry.
Thev were awar; of the need to fit the
classification scheme to the literature,
rather than attempt to adjust the literature to what might be considered an
ideal classification. In order to test their
plan and adjust i t to the dental literature, they indexed the articles in only
two journals. This required 1,200 man
hours during the years 1898 and 1903,
and at the conclusion they had a stack of
over 25,000 index cards for subject and
author!
If we think that the need for such an
index was immediately recognized by the
profession and eagerly supported, we are
mistaken. I n 1908 the teachers of dentistry meeting i n St. Louis were apprised
of it and they went so far as to organize
a Dental Index Bureau, but no funds
were appropriated. T h e committee then
turned to the profession at large and solicited pledges, of which about $1,000
was collected by 1910, but this sum was
quickly spent on indexing procedures.
A drive was then held to secure paid-up
subscribers, and at a meeting of the committee in Minneapolis in 1916 it was announced that 64 subscriptions had been
received but that the cash balance on
hand was only $357. By the 1917 meeting
this had dwindled to $192, and the demise of the entire project was averted at
that time only by a direct appeal to all
of the dental colleges who responded
with pledges which would cover the cost
-about $2,300-for printing 1,000 copies. But World War I caused the shelving
of the plan, and by the time it was resumed in 1919 the cost had jumped to
$3,500. Back went the committee to seek
more funds, this time by again offering
subscriptions at $6 per copy, and by the
time the money was raised and new bids
obtained from the printers in 1920, the
committee was dealt almost a death

blow. Post-war inflation had almost doubled the price to $5,100!
With the work having gone so far and
with such a considerable outlay of money
from so many sources having been expended, the thought of dropping the
project could not be considered. So, undaunted, another committee was formed
to solicit additional pledges from individual dentists, and with funds from 45
loyal men, the undertaking was completed with the issuance of the first Znclex t o Dental Periodical Literature in
1921. Twenty-three years had gone by
since Dr. Black had launched the project in 1898!
What Was the First Index Like?
Was all of this monumental effort on
the part of these heroic pioneers worthwhile? Well, translating it into terms of
today, it is estimated that of the billions
of dollars spent in this country now for
research and development, 10% is spent
duplicating projects already completed,
largely because the literature concerning
them had not been properly searched (2).
T h e first dental index had originally
planned to deal with this problem in a
modest fashion by indexing ten journals,
but as the work progressed the number
was increased to 65, which would include
everything published in the English language for the years 1911 to 1915.
T h e volume contained in its center a
pink insert which described in great detail the Dewey classification, and how it
had been modified to fit the field of dentistry. Next came a lengthy subject index
arranged alphabetically, with the classification number after each entry, as well
as the page on which the article was to
be found: T h e arrangement of the articles themselves was thought to be of
help, but we today would find it clumsy
and annoying. T h e articles were listed
for each subject according to the journals
in which they appeared, t h e journals being arranged alphabetically. T h e editors
felt that with this method it would be
"convenient for one to find the articles
which appeared in one or several journals on a particular subject, without hav-

ing to look over those published in other
journals." This appears to be a very parochial view, but we must bear in mind
that dental libraries were few and poorly
developed in those days, and thus the I n d e x was geared to serve the dental practitioner who would have access to only
those few journals to which he subscribed. T h e second half of the volume
was devoted to an author index with citations of all of an author's work listed
after his name.
Further Growth of the Index
This first venture into dental weriodical indexing met with universal approval
in the profession, and money-raising for
further volumes became easier. After the
current literature had been brought
more-or-less up to date, all of the early
literature in the field was indexed with
retrospective volumes issued in 1923 and
1924. Just before World War I I the work
of indexing was assumed by the American Dental Association's Bureau of Library and Indexing Service.
I n 1938 the format of the I n d e x was
changed from classified and author arrangement to a straight dictionary form.
T h e original list of subject headings continued to be used with Bnnual accretions
and deletions but with no fundamental
changes until 1965. T h a t year marked
the beginning of the production of the
I n d e x by MEDLARS of the National Library of Medicine, and so the subject
heading list was worked over from beginning to end and modified to conform
with the Mew usage of MEDLARS.
T h e Index to Dental Literature Today
T h e current I n d e x to Dental Literature (the word "periodical" having been
dropped from the title in 1961) is a far
cry from its early predecessors.
It is similar in format to I n d e x M e d i cus, and like it is also produced by GRACE.
I t is similarly divided into two sections:
a Subject Section and a Name Section.
Entries are not restricted solely to the
dental literature. T h e latest annual cumulation contained 14,398 entries with

69y0 coming from 361 dental journals
and 31% from 982 medical and other
journals.
Whereas prior to 1961 only English
language articles were indexed, the 1968
I n d e x carried references to almost 7,000
articles in 32 languages other than English.
Each yearly cumulation has additional
features such as a listing of all dissertations and theses pertaining to dentistry
and granted in the preceding year, listed
by country and institution; and an index
to new dental books published.
Nomenclature
Standardization of the nomenclature
is one of the important factors in making an index a useful retrieval tool, and
the I D L has achieved this goal as a result of numerous conferences held for
this purpose (3, 4).
I n this connection the I n d e x can be
judged against the American Standard
Basic Criteria for Indexes issued in 1959
(5). Headings are as specific as possible,
and the subheadings and modifications
under the main headings are of a consistent pattern. T h e I n d e x uses a wide
variety of main headings but only 42
subheadings. These subheadings may be
used only-with the particular category
or categories to which they may be applicable. This is a very good point, one
which eliminates much confusion. T h e
subheading abnormalities, for example,
may be used only with the main heading
anatomv but not with the wider term
organisms, thus avoiding ambiguity (6).
However, the standardization procedures were designed as much to -make
the I n d e x conform to MeSH as to avoid
ambiguity, and thus many previously
useful headinps have been eliminated:
this will result in more false drops when
searches are conducted under the more
general term. Thus, in my search for
cases of "macroglossia" (which term, by
the way, was used in the 1960's), I was
directed to the more general term,
Tongue-abnormalities, which is akin to
the term, Tongue, diseases of, used by the
first I n d e x half a century ago. o t h e r useU

ful specific terms were similarly replaced
by broader, less meaningful ones: Aerodontia by Aviation dentistry-toothache;
Bell's Palsy by Facial paralysis; and Calcification of teeth being replaced by the
more clumsy entry: Calcification, physiologic, see also Tooth calcification.
On the whole, however, the terminology is clear, accurate and allows well for
computer as well as manual searching.
(Like I n d e x Medicus, the dental I n d e x
entries are stored on computer tape, and
a computer print-out can be had of a
specific bibliographic request.) A consideration of the problems of nomenclature continues to occupy the attention of
the indexing staff at the American Dental Association (7). Where some co-ordination of terms exists in the subject
heading list, it is only natural, because
traditionally pre-coordinate indexing has
always begun with some degree of coordination. Even in analytico-synthetic
classifications, where elementary constituent terms are separated out as far as
possible, there is no rigid adherence to
the single term as the basis of the language (8).
T h e Classification System
Only one interested in a very narrow
field can profitably use a hierarchical
classification scheme, and the difficulties
encountered in classification schemes
have intensified as the degree of diffuseness of the information has increased (9).
As a result, an indexing system utilizing
alphabetic subject heading arrangements
has proven its worth to a searcher in a
broader field. T h e current I D L using
the alphabetic subject heading system
has thus abandoned the earlier system
of hierarchical classification, since the
former system didn't allow for adequate
permutation of entries. A "universal" information retrieval system to meet all
possible requirements would have to consist of a large number of different classifications, each with a different hierarchical subordination or "permutation" of
the indexing criteria (10). T h e flexibility
of an alphabetic subject heading list, on
the other hand, allows for incorporation

of new data and relieves the indexer or
the user of the necessity of deciding
which entry term to subordinate to
which in a hierarchy. Thus the I D L system is, in this respect, a very efficient,
workable tool.
Quality of the Index Entries
T h e accuracy and/or applicability of
the index entry terms to the particular
article is determined by two factors. T h e
first of these is the attention with which
the author prepares his article so that
the terms he uses will coincide with those
used by the standard indexing service.
Authors in the field of dentistry are constantly exhorted to learn this standard
terminology. Editors of dental publications are similarly urged to insist that
authors of articles submitted conform
to this practice (11).
More important, however, is the second factor, and that is the familiarity of
the preparers of the index with the material being covered. I n this case, the
authority for the I D L , the American
Dental Association, is of the highest;
and thus what is produced by it should
he the last word. T h e profession generally adheres to the decisions made by
this body and follows its lead, insofar as
the information covered by the Index is
concerned.
Cross References
It is perhaps in the area of cross references that the greatest weakness of the
I D L lies. Where the producers of the
I n d e x felt a need exists for a cross reference citation, it is given in the subject
heading list, but seldom in the body of
the Index itself. Observation has shown
that users of the I n d e x do not as a rule
consult the subject heading list first, but
turn directly to the Index volume itself.
They are thus often confused because
there may not be a cross reference shown
from the entry term they are using to
the one the Index is using.
It is well known that the liberal use
of cross references will heighten an index's usefulness. Yet the meagerness of
cross references in this Index can be ex-

emplified by a single example. A common pathological clinical entity is known
to every practicing dentist as Pulp stones.
We would look in vain for entry under
this term. T h e closest is the term, Nodules, which is listed as an old unused
term, but which refers us to Dentin, secondary. So we turn to Dentin, secondary and this refers us to Dentin-abnormalities, and so we are back floundering
in the group of generalities again! How
much better it would have been to have
a cross reference from Pulp stones to
Pulp calcification in a direct line.
Machine Searching via the Index
As mentioned earlier, a computer
search may be instituted using the subject heading list as the thesaurus of entry
terms. For economy, a number of searches
are batched and processed simultaneously, using the one-chance, delegated
search method. This type of search involves the preparation of a search formulation designed to retrieve citations to
documents relating in some way to the
subject of the inquiry. T h e search formulation may be regarded as an index term
profile of the request, and a search involves the matching of this request profile against the file of index term profiles of documents, a document being
retrieved when its profile matches the request profile above some pre-established
level.
Unfortunately, machine searching using the dental I n d e x has not proven to
be an unquaIified success, and the rate
of accurate retrieval has not been as
great as desired. This is due in large
measure to the useils unfamiliarity with
the index terms as stated earlier. I n a
study of the efficiency of the MEDLARS literature searches, it was found that 25%
of all recall failures and 16% of all precision failures were attributed to defective interaction between the users and
the system (12). It is necessary that with
this system a very clear and detailed
statement be obtained of the requester's
needs. While the requester might successfully browse through the literature on
the basis of an ill-defined need, it is im-

possible to prepare a successful machine
search on the basis of the vague request.
It is therefore imperative that the terminology be broadened and cross-referencing expanded so that a requester may
be able to put his request into machine
readable form more easily and more
meaningfully.
T h e Future of the Dental Index
T h e day of the totally automatic index, that is, one totally generated by machine, seems to be far off, since much
work remains to be done to overcome the
deficiencies of mechanical systems. We
will have to depend for many years yet
on the human indexer, because indexing
is a complex, decision-making process
which is an interaction of the characteristics of the indexer, the methods of indexing and the material being indexed.
If any error is introduced during indexing, it is in the system to stay, and even
if error rates are low, an error rate of
1 % still introduces 10 errors in every
1,000 documents. What is needed is a
great deal more objective research in the
improvement of the manual indexing
process, "with a greater effort expended
in the direction of objectively and quantitatively studying the indexer, the indexing operation and the techniques for
improving indexer performance" (13).
Nevertheless, the I n d e x t o Dental L i t erature has proven time and again to be
one of the most useful tools at the command of both dental clinicians and dental researchers in helping them to maintain and update their knowledge in this
important field of health service.
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State Manual Procurement Guide
Frederick G. Cook
Olin Library, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut

State manuals-published
by official
state agencies or by commercial publisliers-are useful and important reference
tools, and a majority of them are available for the asking, or at low prices any
library can afford. A checklist of current
state manuals is provided, with specific
information on how to obtain them.

FORMOST O F T H E STATES in the
Union-Montana is the lone exceptiona manual or all-purpose fact book is published, either by a n official agency of the
state government or by a commercial
publisher. These state manuals-known
variously as red books, blue books, registers, directories, and rosters-vary greatly
in size and scope: some merely list state
officers, while others are compendia of
useful facts and information running to
hundreds of pages.
Best of all is their price, which is often
nonexistent. While researching this article, I assembled a collection of manuals
from thirty-three of the fifty states, at no
cost to me or my library. While a few
commercially-published manuals are very
expensive, you can get a complete set for
every state for only $186.12!
This article is essentially a reworking
of an earlier articleX of the same name by

* Hotaling, Donald 0./ State Manual Procurement Guide. Special Libraries, 54 (no. 4 ) : p.206209 (Apr 1963)
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Donald Hotaling, which appeared in the
pages of T h i s J o u m a l in 1963. All facts
have been rechecked with the issuing
agency as reported by Hotaling for each
state; in a few instances, I have discovered commercially-published items which
he missed. Prices, where given, are for
the current numbers; please remember
that the prices for state manuals go u p
with each edition, like everything else.
For up-to-date information on state
manuals check under "Directories" in
PAZS B u l l e t i n , or under "State Government" in the "Research Reports" section
of Legislative Research Clwcklist.
ALABAMA:
T h e Alabanza O f i c i a l and Statistical Register is published quadrennially during the year of the inauguration
of the governor. Thus, it was published
in 1951, 1955, 1959, and 1963. However,
the 1967 edition has not yet been returned from the printer, since it was held
u p following the death of Governor Lurleen Wallace so that the cabinet of Governor Albert Brewer could be included.
T h e Register is free, and you can be
placed on a mailing list to receive itbut distribution within the State of Alabama takes precedence over out-of-state
requests. Write to the Department of
Archives and History, State of Alabama,
Montgomery, Ala. 36104.
ALASKA:
T h e Directory of State Oficials,
available free, is published twice each
year. You can be placed on a mailing list
to receive it by writing to the Legislative
Affairs Agency, Pouch Y, State Capitol,
Juneau, Alaska 99801.

ARIZONA:
Bill Turnbow's Political Arizona Almanac is published biennially,
during no particular month of odd-numbered years. There is no charge, but each
edition must be ordered separately from
the Secretary of State, 203 Capitol Building, 1700 West Washington, Phoenix,
Ariz. 85007.

the 1970 edition was due early last fall.
It is free to citizens of Connecticut, but
costs $2.50 for out-of-state individuals
and institutions. Each edition must be
ordered from the Office of the Secretary
of State, State of Connecticut, 30 Trinity
Street, P.O. Box 846, Hartford, Conn.
06115.

T h e Histo)-ical Report of the
ARKANSAS:
Secretary of State of Arizona was last
published in 1968. It costs $6.00, and
orders should be sent to the Dept. of
State, State of Arkansas, Little Rock, Ark.
No later edition seems to be in the
works; the most recent prior edition was
the one for 1958. T h e Secretary of State's
office reminds us that a commerciallypublished item, T h e Arkansas Almanac,
is again available, and suggests writing
Mr. C. Armitage Harper, Democrat Printing and Lithography Co., 114 East Second St., Little Rock, Ark. 72201.

DELAWARE:
T h e Delaware State Manual
is published "about every two years"; a
new edition is due in the spring of 1971.
Each edition must be ordered from the
Secretary of State, State of Delaware,
Dover, Del. 19901.

'

CALIFORNIA:
When the 1970 edition of
the California Roster of Public Oficials
was published last (in August or September, 1970), all distribution was on a
"charge" basis for the first time, at $2.00
per copy. Orders should go to the Office
of Procurement, Documents Section, P.O.
Box 20191, Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
Another, presumably more sumptuous
manual, T h e California Blue Book, is
published every four years; the current
edition for 1967 is available at $10.00 per
copy from the State of California, Legislative Bill Room, 212 State Capitol, Sacramento, Calif. 95814. A Publications
Form Letter, listing many other state
publications, their prices, and distributing agencies, may be obtained from
the Secretary of State, State of California,
Room 117, State Capitol, Sacramento,
Calif. 95814.
COLORADO:
T h e "current" number of
the Colorado Year Book is the 1962-1964
edition, which costs $5.00, plus 504 postage, from Management Services, 6 12
State Services Building, Denver, Colo.
80203. No one knows when or if another
edition will be published.
CONNECTICUT:
T h e Connecticut Register
and Manual is published annually, and

FLORIDA:
There are two official Florida
fact books: the Directory of Florida Government and the Biennial Report of the
Secretary of State, published annually
and biennially, respectively, during no
particular months. Write for each edition to the Secretary of State, State of
Florida, Tallahassee, Fla. 32304. A commercial variant is the Florida Handbook,
now in its 12th edition and available from
the Peninsular Publishing Co., P.O. Box
2275, Tallahassee, Fla. 32304. Cost is
$6.75, and publication is biennial.
GEORGIA:
T h e Georgia Oficial and Statistical Register is published biennially
during no particular month of odd-numbered years. T h e current edition-for
1967-68-costs $28.35, and should be ordered from the Georgia Official and Statistical Register, Dept. of Archives and
History, Atlanta, Ga. 30334. They do
maintain a mailing order list. As for new
editions-the closing date for the 1969-70
number was December 31, 1970.
HAWAII:T h e Guide to Government i n
Hawaii is published approximately every
three years on no set date, and costs $1.00
per copy. Each edition must be ordered
from the University of Hawaii Bookstore, 1760 Donaghho Road, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96822.
IDAHO:T h e Idaho Blue Book is published biennially in odd-numbered years;
the 1971-72 edition will be published in
April, 1971. It is free, and each edition
must be ordered from the Secretary of
State, State of Idaho, Boise, Idaho 83707.

ILLINOIS:
T h e Illinois Blue Book is published biennially during even-numbered
years, usually around the middle of October. I t is free, and you can have your
name placed on a mailing list should you
so desire. Write: Secretary of State, State
of Illinois, Springfield, Ill. 62700.
INDIANA:
T h e Roster of State and Local
Officials of the State of Indiana is published annually during no particular
month. I t is free, and a mailing list is
maintained. Write: State Board of Accounts, Room 912, State Office Building,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46204.
IOWA:T h e Iowa Oficial Register is published biennially, usually in March of
odd-numbered years. It is free; each edition must be ordered from the Iowa State
Printing Board, Grimes State Office
Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.
KANSAS:
T h e Kansas Directory has heretofore been published biennially in the
fall of odd-numbered years. Beginning
with the 1971 edition, which appeared
in January 1971, it became an annual.
There is no charge, but request each edition from the Secretary of State, State of
Kansas, Statehouse-Second
Floor, Topeka, Kans. 66612.
KENTUCKY:
T h e pocket-sized Kentucky
Government Directory is published biennially in the early months of evennumbered years by the Kentucky Utilities
Company, 120 South Limestone, Lexington, Ky. 40507. It is free, but only
one copy to a customer-no bulk orders.
A short, useful state directory comprises
the smaller, but not necessarily lesser
part of the Checklist of Kentucky State
Publications and State Directory. It is an
annual, free on request from the State
Archives and Records Service, Dept. of
Finance, 851 East Main Street, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
LOUISIANA:
T h e Louisiana Roster of
Oficials is published biennially, in the
spring of odd-numbered years. It is free,
and each edition must be requested from
the Secretary of State, State of Louisiana,
P.O. Box 44125, Baton Rouge, La. 70804.

MAINE: T h e State of Maine does not
publish a manual as such, but instead
recommends the commercially-published,
expensive Maine Register, published annually every September by the Tower
Publishing Company, 335 Forest Ave.,
Portland, Me. 04101. T h e 1970/71 edition of this item retails for $38.00, plus
754 postage. Tower does offer special reduced prepublication prices, and it would
be wise to check with them before ordering.
MARYLAND:
T h e Maryland Manual is a
biennial: the current 1969-70 edition appeared in Spring 1970, and costs either
$5.00 paperbound or $7.00 clothbound
(nonexempt Maryland residents are cautioned to add the 4% State Sales Tax).
A standing order list is maintained for
the Manual, and orders should go to T h e
State of Maryland, Hall of Records, Annapolis, Md. 21404.
MASSACHUSETTS:
T h e Massachusetts General Court Manual is published biennially, usually in the late fall of oddnumbered years. I t is priced at $1.25 per
copy, and each edition must be ordered
from the Public Documents Division,
Room 116, State House, Boston, Mass.
02133. Please make checks payable to the
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
MICHIGAN:
T h e Michigan Manual is published in even-numbered years, and can
be obtained around the middle of January. T h e charge varies from year to year;
the 1969/70 Manual costs $4.50 per copy.
Order each edition from the Department
of Administration, State of Michigan,
Lewis Cass Building, Lansing, Mich.
48913.
MINNESOTA:
T h e Minnesota Legislatiue
Manual is published biennially, during
no particular month of odd-numbered
years. It is free, and each edition should
be ordered from the Secretary of State,
180 State Office Building, St. Paul, Minn.
55101. A "special education edition" of
this Manual is published as well, at a
cost of 454 per copy on orders of fewer
than ten, 354 per copy on bulk orders
for ten or more.

MISSISSIPPI:
T h e Mississippi Official and
Statistical Register is published quadrennially during no particular month; a
new 1968-1972 edition has recently come
off the press, and is free. Requests for
each edition should go to the Secretary
of State, State of Mississippi, P.O. Box
136, Jackson, Miss. 39205.
MISSOURI:
T h e Missouri Official Manual
-and very good it is, incidentally-is
published biennially during no particular month of even-numbered years. I t is
free, and each edition must be ordered
from the Secretary of State, State of Missouri, Jefferson City, Mo. 65101.
MONTANA:
AS Mr. Hotaling found during his 1963 survey, Montana does not
publish any sort of state manual.
NEBRASKA:
T h e Nebraska Blue Book is
issued biennially, during no particular
month of odd-numbered years, at a cost
of $5.00 per copy. A new edition is due
in the late spring of 1971. A mailing list
for the Blue Book is maintained, and
orders should go to the State of Nebraska, Nebraska Legislative Council,
2108 State Capitol, Lincoln, Neb. 68509.
NEVADA:
T h e Handbook of the Nevada
Legislature is published biennially in
January of odd-numbered years, to coincide with the convening of the state legislature. There is no charge, and each
edition must be requested from the. Legislative Council Bureau, Legislative
Building, 401 South Carson St., Carson
City, Nev. 89701. T h e Report of the
Nevada Secretary of State is issued by the
secretary on or shortly after June 30 of
even-numbered years. Write: Secretary
of State, State of Nevada, Carson City,
Nev. 89701 for your free copy.
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
T h e N e w Hampshire
Manual for the General Court is published biennially during no particular
month of odd-numbered years. It costs
$4.00 per copy, and there is a mailing
list. Write: Secretary of State, State of
New Hampshire, State House, Concord,
N.H. 03301. Tower Publishing Company in Portland, Maine, publishes the
N e w Hampshire Register every Decem-

ber. T h e current edition costs $33.75
with shipping charges, and the 1970/71
book will cost $38.75 after publication.
Contact: Tower Publishing Co., 335 Forest Ave., Portland, Me. 04101.
NEWJERSEY:
T h e N e w Jersey Legislative
Manual appears annually in early April.
By July 1970, the supply of that year's
edition was exhausted, and I was advised to write early in 1971 to reserve a
copy of the new edition. Cost is $6.00
per copy, and orders for each edition
must go to New Jersey Legislative Manual, 589 Bellevue Ave., Trenton, N.J.
08618.
NEW MEXICO:T h e Roster of the State of
N e w Mexico is issued biennially in January or February of odd-numbered years.
It is free, and each edition must be ordered from the Secretary of State, State
of New Mexico, Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
NEWYORK:T h e N e w York State Legislative Manual is published annually, with
publication date dependent upon the
length of the legislative session (the 1970
edition was due in late 1970, or possibly
early 1971). Cost is $4.00 per copy, with
one copy free to school libraries. You can
be placed on a permanent mailing list
for the Manual by writing to the Department of State, State of New York, 162
Washington Avenue, Albany, N.Y. 12225.
A commercial publication, the New Yol-k
Red Book, is issued by the Williams Press,
Inc., 99-129 North Broadway, Albany,
N.Y. 12201. It, too, is an annual, appearing in September or October, and costs
$4.50. T h e publisher maintains a standing order list, too.
NORTHCAROLINA:
T h e hrort h Carolina
Manual is published biennially during
odd-numbered years, and the 1971 issue
will be available in July or August of
that year. Distribution is free "to various
agencies and libraries," but no mailing
list is kept. Contact Department of State,
State of North Carolina, Raleigh, N.C.
27602.
NORTHDAKOTA:
T h e latest edition available of the North Dakota Blue Book is
the one for 1961, priced at $5.00 per

copy. As soon as the North Dakota Legislative Assembly appropriates the necessary funds, a new edition will be published. T h e State of North Dakota also
publishes a Directory of State Officials,
Boards, and Institutions, usually every
year after elections. T h e latest number
is dated 1969, and the next edition was
available around January 1, 1971. I t is
free, and you should write to the Secretary of State, State of North Dakota, Bismarck, N.D. 58501.
OHIO: T h e O h i o Roster of Federal, State

6. County Officials is published biennially during no specially designated month
of odd-numbered years. It is free, and
each edition must be ordered from the
Secretary of State, State of Ohio, Columbus, Ohio, 43216.
OKLAHOMA:
T h e Directory and Manual
of the State of Oklahoma is published in
November or December of odd-numbered years, and the Roster of State and
County Officials is published in December of even-numbered years. Both are
free, and new editions must be ordered
as they are published from the State
Election Board, State Capitol, Oklahoma
City, Okla. 73105.
OREGON:
T h e Oregon Blue Book is published biennially during odd-numbered
years; the 1971-72 edition is available
for sale in February of 1971. Cost for the
1969-70 number was $1.50, and orders
for each edition must be sent to the Elections Division, 122 State Capitol, Salem,
Ore. 97310.
PENNSYLVANIA:
T h e Pennsyluania Manual is published biennially during no
designated month of even-numbered
years. There is a charge: the 1968-69 edition costs $3.15 per copy. Orders for each
edition should go to the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania Bureau of Publications,
Tenth and Market Streets, P.O. Box
1365, Harrisburg, Pa. 17125.
RHODEISLAND:
T h e R h o d e Island Manu,al is issued biennially in December of
odd-numbered years, or January of the
following year. I t is free, and each edition must be ordered from the Secretary

of State, State of Rhode Island, Providence, R.I. 02902.
SOUTHCAROLINA:
T h e South Carolina
Legislatiue Manual is published annually around March 15. T h e current edition costs $2.00 per copy, and orders for
each edition must be sent to the Clerk,
House of Representatives, P.O. Box
11244, Columbia, S.C. 2921 1.
SOUTHDAKOTA:
T h e South Dakota Legislatiue Manual is published biennially,
and is available for distribution in August of odd-numbered years. Cost varies:
the 1969 edition costs $3.75. I t is best to
check with the publisher before ordering
each edition: Secretary of State, State of
South Dakota, Pierre, S.D. 57501.
TENNESSEE:
T h e Tennessee Blue Book
is published biennially in odd-numbered
years, generally as early in the year as
possible. I t is free, and a mailing list is
maintained for future editions by the
Secretary of State, State of Tennessee,
Nashville, Tenn. 37219.
TEXAS:A commercial publisher, T h e
Dallas Morning News, publishes the
Texas Almanac biennially, usually in
November of odd-numbered years. T h e
1970-71 Almanac may be ordered for
$2.43 paperbound and $3.01 clothbound
from Texas Almanac Division, T h e Dallas Morning News, Communications Center, Dallas, Tex. 75222. An official publication, the Tcxas Legislatiue Manual,
is published biennially by each legislature, and a few copies of it are sometimes made available to libraries "nocharge" after official distribution has
been made. This document includes the
Constitutions of the United States and
the State of Texas, rules for both houses
of the state legislature, and the names of
members of that legislature. Thus, one
can question its-usefulness for libraries
outside Texas, but if you want to try to
obtain a copy, write the Texas Legislative Council, Drawer D, Capitol Station,
Austin, Tex. 7871 1.
UTAH:T h e Utah Official Roster appears
biennially during no particular month
of odd-numbered years. There is no

charge "as yet," and each edition must
be ordered from the Department of Finance, Utah State Archives and Records
B4, Salt
Service, State Capitol-Room
Lake City, Utah 811 14.
VERMOIVT:
T h e Vermont Legislatiue Directory is published biennially during no
particular month of even-numbered years.
It is free, and a mailing list is maintained by the Department of Libraries,
State of Vermont, Montpelier, Vt. 05602.
VIRGINIA:
T h e Report of the Secretaly of
the Commonwealth to the Governor and
General Assembly of Virginia is published annually in November. It is free
to libraries, but there is a charge of $3.64
"to those not connected with the state."
Each edition must be requested from the
Secretary of the Commonwealth of Virginia, Richmond, Va. 23219.
WASHINGTON:
T h e Washington Stnte
Legislative Munual is published during
March of odd-numbered years-that is,
biennially. Distribution is free, and firsttime requests should go to the Secretary
of the Washington State Senate, Olympia, Wash. 98501. He will, if requested
to do so, forward your request to the

Washington State Library for inclusion
on a regular mailing list.
WESTVIRGINIA:
T h e West Virginia Blue
Book is usually published annually during the latter part of December. It is free,
and orders for each edition must be sent
to the Clerk, Senate of West Virginia,
Charleston, W. Va. 25305.
WISCONSIN:
T h e Wisconsin Blue Book is
published biennially during even-numbered years; the 1970 edition costs $1.00
per copy. A mailing list is maintained
for interested libraries, and you should
write: Dept. of Administration, Document Sales and Distribution, Room
B-237, State Office Building, Madison,
Wisc. 53702.
WYOMING:
T h e W y o m i n g Oficial Directory is published biennially in March
or April of odd-numbered years. It is
free, and you can be placed on a mailing
list. Write: Secretary of State, State of
Wyoming, Cheyenne, Wyo. 82001.
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Evaluation of Indexing
5. Discussion and Summary
Masse Bloomfield
Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California 90230

T h e cllaracteristics of indexing are
defined as being: 1) breadth of vocabulary; 2) depth of indexing; 3) use of general or specific index terms; 4) use of see
and see also references; 5) indexing format; and 6) inclusion of titles or other
subject qualifying phrases. I n judging
these characteristics of indexing, only

three seem to be capable of being compared quantitatively. These are breadth
of vocabulary; depth of indexing; and
the use of see and see also references. T h e
fact that only three characteristics of indexing can be evaluated objectively poses
a problem in quantifying evaluations of
indexing.

THIS
SERIES of

faceted classification, the Uniterm System and alphabetic subject indexing. According to Cleverdon ( I ) :

articles has presented
many different experiments with the emphasis on Simulated Machine Indexing
and Cranfield Studies. Neither of these
experimental studies has been conclusive in their attempt to evaluate indexing quantitatively. T h e Cranfield Studies
have produced the recall and the relevance or precision ratios wllich tend to
evaluate machine searching strategies.
I n Cranfield I, an attempt was made
to evaluate the effectiveness of UDC, the
T h i s is the last in a series of five papers on
Evaluation of Indexing by Mr. Bloomfield.
Part 1, Introduction, appeared in S L 61
(110.8): p.429-432 (Oct 1970). Part 2, T h e
Simulated RIachine Indexing Experiments,
appeared in SL 61 (no.9): p.501-507 (Nov
1970). Part 3, A Review of Comparative
Studies of Index Sets to Identical Citations,
appeared in SL 61 (no.10): p.554-561 (Dec
1970). Part 4, A Review of the Cranfield Experiments, appeared in SL 62 (no.1): p.24-31
(Jan 1971).
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T h e most significant result of t h e m a i n

test program was t h e discovery t h a t all
four i n d e x i n g m e t h o d s were operating at
a b o u t t h e same level of recall performance
--approximately eighty percent of k n o w n
relevant d o c u m e n t s were being retrieved
by each system. Moreover, w h e n t h e failures were analyzed, it was discovered that
very few o f these could be attributed t o
actual deficiencies i n t h e i n d e x i n g system,
only six percent of t h e total failures.

T h u s Cleverdon is saying that an indexing system can be judged by the number of relevant documents it retrieves.
Yet in his own words, he says (2):
T h e fact that 97% retrieval ruas obtained by K W I C i n d e x i n g is n o t so m u c h
a n argument i n favor of this technique
as a n interesting commentary o n t h e effectiveness o f t h e titles o f t h e reports a n d pa
pers used i n this project.

T h e unevenness of results from the Cranfield Tests do not provide data whereby
rules for indexes can be studied. Cranfield does provide insight into machine
searching techniques. T h e Cranfield
Studies have had very little effect on library catalogers or indexers for the indexing and abstracting journals.
Other studies analyzed concern a direct comparison of two kinds of indexing. An attempt was made in this series
to compare several index sets for identical articles. It is very difficult to make
any generalizations from these comparisons.
Breadth of Vocabulary
However, it can be said that indexes
do have certain characteristics. One of
these characteristics is the breadth of vocabulary. Breadth of vocabulary refers
to the number of different index terms
that are used in a subject index. This is
related to the depth of indexing which
refers to the number of index terms assigned to one document. T h e normal
depth of indexing in the printed indexes
rarely is more than ten and more normally is between three and five terms.
When the depth of indexing of printed
indexes is limited, it is likely that the
breadth of vocabulary will be restricted
too. In relating these two characteristics
to Chemical Abstract5 and Physics A b stracts, both the depth of indexing and
breadth of vocabulary are much restricted in Physics Abstracts in comparison to Chemical Abstracts. Physics A b stracts index vocabulary generated only
58 Simulated Machine Indexing (SMI)
terms per hundred KWIC index terms
while Chemical Abstracts index vocabulary generated 83 SMI index terms per
hundred KWIC index terms using the
same number of documents.
It is important that an index have
breadth of vocabulary so that a specific
term can be indexed. I n Physics A bsfracts,
there are but two terms for an atomic
element and its compounds. Chemical
Abstracts has over 300 different index
terms for those headings beginning with
the word "aluminum." In a word-by-

word SMI matching, "aluminum" would
become an SMI index term for either
Physics Abstracts or Chemical Abstracts
when any single-word or multi-word index term begins with "aluminum." However, there is a vast difference in matching two-word index terms. Almost any
aluminum compound would be matched
by the Chemical Abstracts subject index;
almost no aluminum compound would
be matched by the Physics Abstracts subject index. T h e audience of each of these
journals may be cited as the reason for
this variation in approach to chemical
compounds. Chemical Abstracts is designed for chemists and Physics Abstracts
is not. T h e audience has an effect on the
vocabulary used in a subject index. It is
without question that Chemical Abstracts
has a broader vocabulary in its subject
index than is used in the Physics A b stracts subject index.

Depth of Indexing
T h e depth of indexing is another characteristic which affects the evaluation of
printed indexing tools. This ,characteristic refers to the number of index terms
which are assigned to a single document
to describe its subject content. This characteristic was studied only casually in
this series of papers. T h e data in the
earlier SMI study showed that the Library of Congress catalogers assigned
about one and a half index terms per
bibliographic entry; Physics Abstracts indexers assigned about two and a half
terms per document; and Chemical A b stracts indexers assigned about four index
terms to each item cited. T h e number
of samples used to arrive at these figures was small and should not be taken
as definitive. However, discounting the
small sample, the trend is obvious. Library of Congress assigns very few subject headings per book. Physics Abstracts
is also restrictive in the assignment of
index terms. Chemical Abstracts is the
most liberal of the three tools studied in
assigning index terms per bibliographic
entry. This ranking relates very well with
the intuitive feelings of reference librarians who use these tools constantly. How-

ever, a far larger sample and accurate index term determination are needed before this data can be accepted.
T h e depth of indexing is one of the
key differences between indexing for human searching and indexing for machine
searching. T h e depth of indexing for machine searching may run very easily to
50 index terms and the Cranfield I1
study has assigned as many as 50 index
terms per bibliographic entry. T h e greatest number of index terms that might be
assigned in indexing for human searching is hardly more than ten. This factor
alone can separate kinds of indexing.
General vs. Specific Index Term
Another characteristic of indexing conc a n s whether the index term is general
or specific. This characteristic is related
to the breadth of vocabulary because the
greater the number of different words
used in an index, the greater the possibility that both general and specific terms
will be included. It is difficult to assess
this characteristic. T h e tendency among
all indexers and catalogers is to be as
specific as possible depending on the type
of document being indexed. It is also a
characteristic which is somewhat dependent on the thesaurus available. I n book
cataloging, the vocabulary tends to be
much more general than the vocabulary
for Chemical Abstracts. Chemical A b stracts should be more specific because
i t deals with articles which cover very
narrow subjects. Subject headings for
books tend to be general because books
cover large areas of knowledge.
See and See Also References

T h e use of See and See also references
is an important feature of the printed index. There is no need for these references
in machine indexing because they cannot
be used. T h e Boolean or weighted statement used in searching the computer
store rigidly determines the machine
search. T h e machine search must be conducted according to the search statement
without any deviation. When a human
being conducts a search, he relies heavily

on the cross references provided in the
indexes. T h e number and character of
these cross references provide another
variable in evaluating printed indexes.
I t would seem that the more See also references an index provides, the greater
the range of index terms available for
searching. This characteristic was studied
casually in the early SMI published series. From the data accumulated in those
papers, it was shown that Library of
Congress Subject Headings provided the
most see also references per subject heading, more than either Chenzical A bstractc
or Physics Abstracts. It was also shown
that Chemical Abstracts provided about
twice the cross references as Physics A b stracts. A more detailed study of this
characteristic than was done in this series of papers would be needed to evaluate this criterion.
Indexing Format
Another characteristic of printed indexes is the format in which the index
terms are presented. T h e index terms
may appear in either direct or indirect
form. "Fighter Airplane" may appear
as "Fighter Airplane" or "Airplane,
Fighter." This characteristic is difficult
to evaluate but it does have a bearing on
the usefulness of the printed index. A
See reference is needed whichever form
is used. T h e lack of a See reference in
this case reduces the effectiveness of the
printed index. Also, the way index information is presented can be a factor.
One of the drawbacks of the format of
the library card catalog is the placement
of See also references. T h e See also reference card falls at the end of unit cards
for that subject. This is an awkward
place for See also references and in many
instances they are oyerlooked because of
this placement.
Use of Titles
Yet another characteristic of the printed
index concerns the use of titles or identifying modifier phrases with the index
terms. This is one of the drawbacks in
machine searching. I n machine search-

ing, there is no clue as to whether an
item should be included or excluded in
a search. T h e only basis of inclusion or
exclusion is on a match of the indexing
with that of the search statement. In human searching, most of the noise is eliminated while the searching is being conducted. This is dohe by reading the titles
in a KWIC index or the phrases supplied
by the indexers in such journals as Chen7ical Abstracts, physic.^ Abstracts and N u clear Science Abstracts. These may be
catchword phrases or keyword phrases,
but they identify enough of the subject
content of the article so that the searcher
may or niay not include them from the
reading of the phrase accompanying the
index term. T h e quality of these phrases
or titles will affect the overall evaluation
of the index. This characteristic has not
been studied in this series of papers.
Toward a Theoretical Base
Thus in the evaluation of the subject
index of a printed indexing and abstracting journal, there are several factors of
evaluation. These are the characteristic5
of indexing. Those to be considered are:
1) Breadth of vocabulary
2) Depth of indexing
3) Use of general or specific index
terms
4 ) Use of See and See nlso references
5) Indexing format
6) Inclusion of titles or other subject
qualifying phrases
Three of the six characteristics listed
above may be compared quantitatively:
the breadth of vocabulary; the depth of
indexing; and the number of See and See
nlso references. T h e other three characteristics seem to be capable of only a subjective evaluation. Perhaps it is these
characteristics whicli must be judged subjectively that make the evaluation so
difficult. Certainly recall and precision
ratios are not going to be effective in relating these six indexing characteristics.
These six characteristics of subject indexes may well be the variables which
will have to be evaluated separately and

a weighted formula developed to compare several indexes with each other.
Artandi has attempted to describe the
characteristics of indexing, although her
paper was directed mainly to the searching function. She does not elaborate on
the characteristics of index terms. However, there is a list of the characteristics
of index terms and Artandi (3) defines
them as:
.specificity and size o f the index language,
the network of relationships that exists between terms, exhaztstivity of indexing, and
the arrangement and physical characteristics of the file.

In comparing these characteristics of
indexing with those given above, there
is an excellent match.
Bloomfield

Artandi

1. Breadth of vocabulary
2. Depth of indexing

Size of the index Ian.Page
Exhaustivity of indexing
Specificity

3. Use of general or
specific index
terms
4. Use of See and See
also references
5. Indexing format

6. Inclusion of titles
or other subject
qualifying
phrases

T h e network of relationships that exists between terms
Arrangement and
physical characteristics of the file
Characteristics of the
file

What elaboration Artandi did i n amplifying these characteristics of indexing
was limited to specific or general aspects.
Since this characteristic is so important
in search strategies Artandi emphasized
it considerably. See and See also references are mentioned, too.
Artandi also brought u p the topic of
controlled and uncontrolled vocabularies. I t is impossible to determine for one
index term whether it has been assigned
as part of a controlled or uncontrolled
vocabulary. This can only be determined
by looking at the entire index. I n all
probability, it would be difficult to tell
whether the index terms for just one

document were assigned with a controlled
or uncontrolled vocabulary. If See and
See also references are presented with the
index terms, the determination of kind
of vocabulary used becomes more definite.
I n this attempt to evaluate indexing,
tlie use of a controlled or uncontrolled
vocabulary does not need to be stressed.
T h e six characteristics should provide
enough of a description of the indexing
to negate determining vocabularies. I n
searching, this determination is made immediately by the searcher.
At present there is no consensus among
those who prepare indexing journals
about what constitutes "good" indexing.
T h e difference between these journals is
so great that it would lead one to tlie
conclusion that there is no agreement
among indexers as to what they think is
best. There is no consensus of an indexing characteristic such as the depth of indexing. E n g i n e e r i n g I n d e x limits its
depth of indexing to just one single subject entry per document. C h e m i c a l Abstracts says that they attempt to provide
six index terms per article.
I n discussing tlie literature about the
current status of indexing evaluation,
Kochen and Tagliacozzo have said (4):
It is impossible to find i n the literature
any satisfactory drscri$tion of standards
for differentiating good indexes from bad
indexes, or for that matter, any convincing
explanation of t h indexing
~
process.

Bourne, i n his review paper published
in the 1966 A n n u a l Reuiezu of I n f o w n a t i o n Science a n d T e c h n o l o g y , makes a
statement similar to tliat of Kochen and
Tagliacozzo. B o ~ ~ r nstates
e
that ( 5 ) :
O n e point becomes clear after reviewing
this literature-namely, that it i~ extremely
dificult to make meaningfial generalizations about the performance of riarious indexing systems. I n almost all the experimental reports, the investigator worked
with an indexing language tlzfferent than
that of other experimenters. Consequently,
n o one has ever had his test results verified, or expanded, or made more precise by
another experimenter. Furthermore, the
actual numerical values given for recall,

relevance, or other factors for a particular
indexing system would appear t o have
value only t o that system. There is little
point i n comparing the recall figures of
two separate experimenters when each u s ~ s
a different definition of recall, different
types of requests, and different types of
judges, and there are many other dissimilarities i n the test environment.

From the comments of Bourne and
Kochen and Tagliacozzo, it should be
noted that a theoretical base of indexing
with an identification of the variables involved is still to be found.
Indexing is an art which sliould not
deter the library profession from trying
to turn i t into a science. It does not seem
possible that a theoretical basis for indexing will be found in a psycl~ological
sampling test of indexers' opinions. T h e
theoretical base will have to be found in
something more objective than a consensus. There doesn't seem to be much
in the way of an agreement on the optimum depth of indexing. It is doubtful
tliat an agreement can be reached. It is
hoped that a formula can be developed
from a number of characteristics of s u b
ject indexes whicli can generate objective
and quantitative data.
Conclusions

I n summary, there are two major conclusions whicli can be drawn from tliis
study. T h e first of these is that the Simulated Machine Indexing technique cannot be used as a standard for comparing
two indexes. T h e results obtained for the
single figure of merit vary so greatly that
no logical pattern was discernible. However, the Simnlatecl hlachine Indexing
technique can be used to determine one
of the six characteristics of indexingtlie breadth of vocabulary. T h e ratio of
SMI terms to KWIC terms will urovide
data to compare tliosc indexes having a
large and varied vocabula~y with those
having a restricted one in an o1,jective
and quantitative fashion.
T h e second conclusion that has a p
pearetl in the course of tliis study concerns kinds of indexing. T w o kinds of
indexing and two kind5 of searching have

been developed by experimenters in trying to analyze indexing. Indexing for
machines is being prepared which allows
for machine searching. This kind of indexing requires a depth of indexing with
the minimum beginning at about ten
index terms and these terms have to be
very specific which are or resemble Uniterms. Machine searching needs coordination with a Boolean or weighted
statement as the basis for its search. This
kind of index is far different from that
of the printed subject index such as
found in Chemical A bstl-acts. T h e searching strategy for human searches is far
different Erom that for machine searches.
This is an important difference in indexing and these two kinds of indexing are
confused in the literature. An attempt
must be made to distinguish these two
approaches to indexing.
A final word concerning the evaluation
of indexing deals with standards. It must
be emphasized that rules or guides for
indexers must be established, and I believe they can be established in the future. Subject indexes such as Chemical
A b s t ~ n c t scannot be so unstructured that
each indexer is left to his own devices
for vocabulary control, depth of indexing or qualifying phrase construction.
We must have guides and rules as to how
indexes will be constructed. This study
attempted to find what the characteristics of subject indexes are so that guides
can be given to the indexer in order to
produce "good" indexes. T h e ultimate
value of an index must rest on the basis
of whether that index can retrieve relevant documents from its data base. T h e
Cranfield Studies have attempted to use
recall ratios as an indicator of indexing

efficiency. If either Cranfield or Simulated Machine Indexing had been successful, then it would have been possible
to determine indexing effectiveness on
the output of relevant documents from
the storehouse in the data base. However, subject indexing still remains as
poorly understood as ever. Neither the
Cranfield Experiments, Simulated Machine Indexing, KWIC indexing, machine indexing nor human indexing
studies have provided the theoretical
foundation to rigorously define the process of indexing.
It almost goes without saying that it
can be concluded that much more effort
will have to be expended before a logical base for the comparison of two subject indexes can be evaluated for their
indexing. Presently, we have to rely on
intuition and experience.
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Light Your Fire!
Operation Involvement:
Librarians and Social Issues
Robert S. Meyer
Walnut Creek, California 94595

0 PERATION

INVOLVEMENT was
tlle title of a program* presented by the
Education Committee of the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter of SLA. Sometime later, an editorial in Special Libl-nri e s t re-awakened interest in it by asking:
A l e w e t o o securely comfortable because
so m a n y of o u r speczal lzbmries are deeply
e m b e d d e d wzthzn corporatzons or govern
m e n t agenczes that we have forgotten that
t h e ultzmatc clzents of all speczal lzbrarzes
are all m e n ? . . . C a n 7oe focus o u r ener
gles o n t h e re01 p t o b l e m s of t h e 70's?

This summary is offered as an example
to other SLA Chapters who may want to
present a program o l their own on these
topics.
"If you think there is nothing you can
do to help, think harder!" T h e thought
behind that familiar radio-TV message,
concerned with making an effort toward
alleviating some of o11.r contemporary social problems, was the stimulus to try to
do something constructive during that
tragic year of two assassinations.
T h e news included stories of doctors
setting u p clinics in deprived areas, of
attorneys volunteering their services for
the underprivileged, and of teachers revamping their activities to bring more

* Presented in late 1968.
f- Special Librarir.? 60 (no.10): p.625 (Dec
1969)

meaningful education to the masses.
Some 1;brarians also had made efforts
along similar lines, but many of us are
still somewhat baffled about how we
might actually help as libl-al-ians, in addition to what we might do as private
citizens.
I n the belief that we can make this a
better society, and with tlle conviction
that every one ot us can somehow make a
meaningful
contiibution toward that
goal, tlie program was presented to geilerate some basic thinking by showing
how some librarians are taking creative
and concrete actions to help improve our
t r o ~ ~ b l esociety.
d
T h e two panelists were
Kill Brett of the Oakland Public Library
and J o h n Forsman, then of t l ~ eRichnmnd Public Library. They are prominent and provocative librarians who
work "where the action is," facing tlie
serious problems of contemporary urlmn
society on a daily basis.
T h e program moderator (tile author
of this article) I~egan by outlining the
two kinds of troubles prevalent in this
world. One kind is presently beyond IILIman control-natural disasters like earthquakes or hurricanes, some accidents,
some diseases. etc. T h e other kind of
trouble we have is of human origin ant1
w i t h i n 1210nnn ~o~z11.01-l)rejudice, intolerance, low quality education and housing, unequal oplmi-tu~lity,
etc. \\le sl~orlltl
a11 make ;in effort to stamp out this aec-

ontl type as best we can, to a\-oid ca~lsirig
llcetlless suffering to o i ~ rfellow Iiurnan
I)eirigs. Surely librarians too can find
tvays to participate in this endeavor; it
( ;m't be t l ~ a tit's everyone cl.te'.s concern
except out-s.
T h e first speaker, XIr. Hrett, began I y
describing (for this ;tuclience of special
l i l ~ r a r i a l ~ ssolne
)
of tlie cl~aracteristics
and problems o f the tore city, inclutlirig
its ghettos, its white sul)url~s,its rninorities, its alienation, its educational level,
etc. Tlie resulting si tuation was characteri~ecl by him as a ztate of evolution
imd crisih for o u r e<lucatior~alinstitw
tions.
I v e n 111ol.e clamaging to li1)raries than
inadequate financial support antl insufficient stalf, Xlr. Brett said, is the fact that
o u r library scl~oolsa l e not even beginning to prepare their stutlents to cope
with the actual prol)lcnls of the real
\vorlcl in tlie core city. O u r niitltlle-class
\\'ASP 1,ackgrountls limit us zo that we
can't really perform atislaclory Imok selection o r readers' services in these areas,
I)ecar~\ewe have s o little understanding
ol' the people w l ~ o mwe are to serve. \Ve
~ i i u s trecruit and train a n d e n ~ p l o ypeople from rliose area, to be o u r lil)rari;~ns.
A n d we 11111stget new kinds of library
athniniitratori too, wlio must I x I~arclIiexletl 1,usinessmen ant1 lobl)) ists as well
as l ~ o o k m e na n d c o ~ m i ~ u n i ;m~lysts.
ty
S c ~ w a Oaklancl
l
Public Lilxary eflorts
toward solving some of the problelns
were tlesc~.il)etl:

) A Latin A m e ~ . i t a nLilnary Hrancl~,
whicli server a c d t u r a l l y tlepr-ivecl
group of Oaklmcl residents, has a n
extensive collectio:1 of relevant nollprinted materials, some of wliicli
(~~
to fill ;r
were rwnlctl ~ t n t l conti.ctct
need, a n d a project director from
the community itself;
) Speci;tli/etl l x m c l i lil)r;u.ies like a
l ' o u l ~ gAtlults Center. a AIulti-nietlia
<:enter. ant1 a h l l ~ l t i - s c r ~ i c(:enter,
e
in tlic attempt to reach c e r t a i l ~audience g r o ~ ~ lmore
> s cffec-ti\.ely; ;in([
) A self-,tudy by the Oaklancl Public
L i l w q staff to develop other new
app~-o;rc
lies to re;tcll the 1)eople.

John Forsman, the second speaker,
pointed o u t first that this discussion was
much more ~ c l e v u n tlo specictl l i b s a ~ i a n s
than the audience might realize, inasn i ~ i c has he a n d Mr. Brett were i n the
final analysis engaged i n .setting u p special l i b ~ n j - i e sto meet special needs i n
special places. FIe related the program to
special librarians even further, by stating
that we slwuld find ways and means
within o u r own libraries, which ~isually
are not restricted by civil service reyuiremerits, to train and promote people who
are not now prol'essionals, antl who d o
not share o u r 1VASI' backgrounds, so
that they too may share i n the benefits of
o u r society. I t should be somewhat less
difficult to accomplish now than before,
since present-clay management is much
more receptive to the problems of minori ties.
T h e library schools came i n for criticism from Mr. F o r s ~ n a nas well as Mr.
Brett, i n that they d o not sufficiently give
t l ~ e i rstudents the quality of "humility."
Xfany graduates are so enamored of their
professionalism a n d their expertise (special 1il)rarians may also be guilty of overvaluing their expertise) that they can't
deal effectively with the people to be
served at the reference o r circulation
desk. If 1il)rarians antl administrators
would try to treat their stalls a n d their
clientele as friends a n d equals, librarianI ~ i pwo111tl become much more elfective
a n d some social problems woulcl be alleviatecl.
I<iclimoncl Public Library projects under way inclucletl:

) Placing a branc11 1il11-;1ryin t h e wailing 1-oo~nof the State Service Center,
wliicli includes the local offices of
tlic Departments of Employment,
Vocational Rellal~ilitation,Fair Employment Practices, Social Security,
etc., where people who need certain
types of lil1ra1-y materials can have
im~necliate;tcccss to tlicrn;
) Estal)lishing a I)rarich library i n a
new Community Center i n a n underprivileged area o f Kiclimontl:
antl
) A Conc eiltratetl Employn~ent Pro-

gram to help selected people from
the ghetto get tl~roughcollege while
working and being trained as library assistants, perhaps even to go
on to library school thereafter. H e
emphasized that this latter program
was not charity, but an effort to get
some excellent people (with especially valuable ghetto backgrounds)
into library w o r k where they are
needed.
Mrs. Marion Gant, a member of the audience, was asked to say a few words because her name had been men~ioneclseveral times during Mr. Forsman's talk. A
lil~raryassistant in a special library, she
also was Chairman of the Richmond Library Commission, and was highly
praised by Mr. Forsman for her honesty
and willingness to stand u p for principle. As a member of the black community, her brief talk was especially moving
to the audience. Some of her remarks, as
taken from the transcript of the meeting,
included the following insights:
" I belzeve that what t h e speakers are
tiyzng t o d o tonight 1s t o 'light your fire.'
' L i g h t your fire' is one of the terms that
t h e younger people use these days, and it
means t o develop a n enthi~siasm, a concern, and t o commit yourself t o t h e problems of our society. If you have people i n
your c o m m u n i t y zuho are victims of t h e
hypocrisy that M r . Forsman is talking
about, t h e n let us light your fire tonight,
and you go back t o your c o m m u n i t y and
d o what you can through your library, d o
zuhat you can t o h e l p these people. Because
i n the long r u n you h e l p yourself, you
h e l p your c o m m u n i t y , you h e l p your country. T h a n k you."

After a spirited audience-participation
discussion period, the moderator offered
several closing comments. We all feel

that there is little we can d o about social
problems as individuals in a large population. However, we should remember
that one of the strengths of our society
lies in our memberships in numerous
clubs o r groups of various kinds, which
sociologists call "voluntary associations."
If we can get the groups to which we belong (not just library groups, but others
too) to make a commitment to alleviating social ills, then our voices will have
an effect.
As a start, the president and Executive Board of an SLA Chapter could
charge each Commzttee chacrman with
developing his year's activities to relate
somehow to social problems instead of
the usual self-improvement technical
topics. T h e Recruiting Committee could
work on minority recruiting, the Employmen t Committee on minority employment, the Education Committee on
further programs of this sort, etc. If it
succeeds for one year, perhaps it would
continue for more. If it succeeds in one
Chapter, perhaps other Chapters, and
eventually SLA itself, would want to try
it. If SLA does well with this program,
maybe the other professional library associations would follow suit. If a number
of library associations are doing it, perhaps other professional and educational
associations would do it too. If these associations are succeeding at it, maybe a
great many others would make a similar
effort. I n other words, "Today the Chapter, Tomorrow the WorldM-who knows?
Received for review Jzin 24, 1970. M a n u script accepted for publication Itin 24,
1970.
Mr. Meyer is a library consultant i n W a l n u t Creek, California.

sla news
While frigid temperatures and snow covered much of the United States and Canada,
attendants a t the SLA Midwinter Meeting
in San Antonio enjoyed a sunny and mild
south Texas January. A city which endures a
mean January temperature of 5Z0, San Antonio presented its best to SLA'ers with the
thermometer registering 70'-80".
T h e r e was more to the meeting than Board
decisions a n d Council discussions. O n
Wednesday evening a welcome cocktail reception was held a t the Institute of T e x a n
Cultures o n the grounds of HemisFair, just
a block-and-a-half from the Hilton Palacio
del Rio. (That means a brisk 45 minute hike
when you consider Texas dimensions.)
Thursday evening fare included both the
Division a n d Chapter officers' dinner meetings. T h e Texas Chapter hosted a "Fiesta
a n d Flamenco" banquet Friday evening com-

Convention Center & Tower of the Americas

plete with a n exciting Mexican/American
dance troupe. Blindfolded Board members
vied a t breaking a pifiata. Master of Ceremonies for the occasion was Henry F. Yarbrough, president-elect of the Texas Chapter,
whose Mistress of Ceremonies was Aphrodite
Mamoulides, late of the Louisiana bayous.
T h e reception preceding the dinner was
hosted by the Texas Chapter and co-sponsored by University Bookbinding, Inc., San
Antonio, and Applied Mechanics Reviews.
T h e Texas Chapter held its quarterly meeting Saturday morning, followed by a luncheon and program a t the Institute of Texan
Cultures.
If time could be found away from the
busy agenda of meetings, the sights of San
Antonio beckoned. T h e newcomer's first
glimpse of the Alamo City promised delight.
How many other cities boast a river flowing
through the center of town spanned by 16
bridges and navigated by river-barge taxis?
Lunch outdoors i n any number of colorful
restaurants o n the Paseo del Rio of the San
Antonio River. Visit the Alamo-the Shrine
of Texas Liberty-and
its very special li-

"The Roadrunneru-Wildlife
don West, San Antonio

Print by E. Gor-

The Hilton Palacio del Rio and One of Paseo
del Rio's Sixteen Bridges

The Alamo-Shrine

of Texas Liberty

brary, the Alamo Library of the Daughtel-s
ol tile Republic of Texas, devoted to T e s a ?
I~i\tory.Watch g1assl)lowers a n d weavers ply
111eirtrades in the crafts studios a n d sllops o l
1.a Villita-San
.\ntonio's "little city." Breaklast o n huevos ranc11el.v~at Ali T ~ ( ' I Tl N
' u .t l ~ a s efruits a n d vegeta1)les at the City Market. (It was rumored that m e d ~ sacks of
oranges were available lor $1.00 a n d grapefruit for $1.25.) T h e S p a n i r l ~ Governor's
I'al;~ce, San Fernando Cathedral I~ousingthe
remains of the heroes of the Alamo. numelous missions, the Hcrtzl)ur-g Circus Collection, HemisFnir Plam and the l ' o w e r of t l ~ c
.\mcricas-thcse
are just a few o f the attractions of this unusual .\mu-ic;in ~ i t yof two
cult~u-es.
For the persistent literatcur, a mere telephone c a l l a n d the main 1il)ral.y o n the
1';tsco tlel Kio will mail that neetled book.
Kcferencc checks are Ilandletl at once by
pllone by the city's librarians who give
sfwc.io1 lilxar); service to the citizens; morc
difficult research clueria are Il;~ntllctltvithiu
o n e or two days. For tllosc more concerned
wit11 slaking t l ~ e i rthir5t, ;I quaint l ' e x a s law
still required that club guest cards h a d to
I x requested in order to pa~.takeof licjuid
rcfresl~mentsstronger tll:~nI x e r and wine.
'l'he home of tllc roadl-unner ;cud o f SL.\'s
o w n I'resident Florine Oltma11 extended ;I
warm a n d gracious welcome to its vi5itors
that will not soon be forgotten. Director Burt
12:tmkin, a native son of Sat1 ;\ntonio lvas.
o f course, upstaged 1jy our Flo who I ~ a i l s
from the szibzcrbs in Fl;~totli;t and San
hlarcos.
SL.-\'s Bo31.d of Directors a n d i\tivisory
Council are grateful to the org;~nizationsthat
contributed to the success o i the meetings.
T h a n k s are in order for the 'l'exas <:l~;~pter's
I~ospitality a n d Ilelpfulnc~ss. a n d especially
for the agility of the Local Arrangements
Committee headed by John L. Cook, hIecting
Coordinator. h1cml)ers of tlie cotnnlittcc-all
111c SLA members in San Antonio-were:
Helcn E. Fry. Frances Stort7, Oscar F. hIet7g e t , Katl~lynSnorv, Ruby I-.. hliller, C;~rolj,n
I'atr-ick. Fret1 T o d d , Etlwin V ; ~ u g l ~ Lucile
t,
Napier, a n d Sharon Ricl~ey.Tile time ant1
effor-t that went into the detailed planning
are appreciated Ijy all.

Actions of the Board and Council
Jan 27-30, 1971
T h e Board of Directors a n d Advisory
Council held their Midwinter Meetings Jan
27-30, 1971, at the Hilton Palacio del Rio
in San Antonio, Texas.
Museum Division Name Change-Dr.
Gerd
Muehsam presented a petition from the
Museum Dibision to change its name to the
AIuseums, Arts S. Humanities Division to reflect the broad range of institutions a n d interests represented by the Division's members. T h e Board approved the name change
to be effective immediately.
Proposed Bylaw Amendments-Edward
P.
Miller, chairman of the Bylaws Committee,
resented the Committee's recommendations
concerning changing the requirements for
Student and Emeritus Members. T h e proposed changes were referred to the Advisory
Council for discussion to ascertain the sense
of the Council.
Regarding the Student membership proposal, the Council approved the concept of
Student affiliation with one Division. '4 show
of hands indicated that the Council favored
some time limit o n Student Members and the
Council rejected the concept that the student
could be attending only a library school.
L i l ~ a r ycourses in related curricula should
be acceptable. As a result of the Advisory
Council discussion, the Bylaws Committee
presented a revised proposal for Article 11,
Section 4, that reads: "A Student Member
shall be an individual enrolled a t least
part-time in a curriculum of library or
information science, and may hold this status
for no more than three years. T h i s category
of membership shall be available only to
those joining the Association for the first
time. .-\ Student hlember shall have the right
to affiliate with one Division and one Chapter without fee, and to receive the official
journal free." T h e Board approved tlie revised proposal for amendment of the Bylaws.
T h e Advisory Council considered the proposed Bylaws change for Emeritus Members.
T h e sense of the Council accepted the concept that sucll a member be retired, favored
dropping the 20 years (or any other term) of
membership in SLA as a requirement, and
favored changing the name to Retired hlemher. 'T'he Board accepted tlie changes to Article 11, Section 6, as recommended by the

Bylaws Committee. T h e proposed Bylaw
reads: "Status as a Retired Member may be
~ e c ~ u e s t eby
d a hIember who has reached age
60 and who has retired. I n this connection
"retirement" shall be defined by the Board
of Directors with the advice of the Association Committee concerned with membership.
.-I Retired Member shall have all the rights
and privileges of a hIember except the right
to hold elective office in the Association or
to be a Chapter President or President-Elect
or Division Chairman or Chairman-Elect."
T h e Board approved this proposed amendment LO the Bylaws.
These proposed changes in the Bylaws will
be brought to a vote of the membership a t
the Annual Meeting in San Francisco in Jun
1971 followed by a mail ballot of all voting
members in Summer 1971. (See Notice of the
Annual Meeting o n p. 108.)
Fees f o r Extra Division and Extra Chapter
AHXations-When dues we-e increased fiom
S20.00 to $30.00, effective January 1969, t11c
fees for extra Division and Chapter affiliations were not changed. These fe& had been
specified as 20y0 of the dues by vote of the
members at the 1963 Annual Meeting in
Denver. When the dues were S20.00, the fees
were $4.00. Accordingly, fees lor extra affiliations should have been increased to S6.00
(20y0 of S30.00) when the dues were increased to $30.00. After this oversight was
brought to the Board's attention, the Board
took n o action to recommend a change of
the 207, figure for extra affiliations. Since
n o action was taken by the Board, the fees
for extra Chapter and Division affiliation5
will increase to $6.00 in 1972.
Because extra Division affiliations (numbering more than 2,100) create additional
record problems at the New York offices, it
was suggested that an upper limit be placed
o n the number of extra Division affiliations.
.i\fter receiving the recommendations of t h r
.\dvisory Council and of the Division officers
o n this situation, the Board approved a recommendation that fees for u p to two extra
Division affiliations continue at 20y0 each
($6.00), and that fees for each extra Division
affiliation above two be at 30y0 ($9.00) to
cover the additional housekeeping costs entailed. (This action is subject to approval by
the members at the Annual Meeting in San

Francisco.) T h e Board also approved a recommendation that a fee for a Division affiliation be a n annual fee and that it not be
transferable during the year.
Dues for Emeritus Members a n d Student
M e m b e r s I t was brought to the attention of
the Board that when dues were raised in 1969.
the dues for Emeritus Members and Student
Members were left a t $5.00. T h i s $5.00 fee
does not even cover the out-of-pocket costs of
$10.00 for Emeritus Members and $8.00 for
Student Members. T h e table that follows
shows the cost to the Association of these reduced dues.
Emeritus
Student
Members
Member.!
Chapter Allotment
Division Allotment
Production Costs of
Special Libraries?

$ 3.00
None*

Out-of-pocket costs
Administrative costs

$ 8.00
3.00

5.00

Costs
Dues Received
Cost to Association
T h e Board therefore approved a n increase
in the dues for Emeritus Members and Student Members from $5.00 to $10.00. These
proposed dues increases will be brought to a
vote of the membership at the Annual Meeting in San Francisco in June. (See Notice of
the Annual Meeting o n p. 110.)
SLA/ ASIS Merger Discussions-Mr.
Gonzalez presented a report from the SLA component of the Joint SLA/ASIS Merger Committee. 4 questionnaire and fact sheet to be
mailed to the members of the two organizations are in the planning stages, but difficulty in obtaining and correlating appropriate financial data is delaying preparation
of the fact sheet. T h e financial data are to
be mailed with the questionnaires along with
membership counts and other pertinent information so that members will have some
factual basis on which to base their vote.
Education Committee-The Board accepted
the report of the Education Committee and
* I f the proposed Bylaws change allowing Student Members to affiliate with a Division passes,
an additional $2.00 must be added to Student
Member costs.
f 1968 costs.

adopted the budget and proposed program
of the Education Seminars to be held a t the
197 1 San Francisco Conference.
1972 Boston Conference-SLA's
63rd Annual Conference will be held a t the Statler
Hilton i n Boston, J u n 4-8, 1972. Loyd
Kathbun, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory Library, Lexington, RIass. 02173, is Conference Chairman. H e
reported that the aim of the Conference will
be to attract the small library. Technique5
for the one-, two-, and three-person library
will be emphasized.

1973 Conference-The
Board accepted the
withdrawal of the invitation of the Pacific
Northwest Chapter to hold the 1973 Conference i n Seattle. T h e Board accepted the
invitation of the Pittsburgh Chapter to hold
the 1973 Conference in Pittsburgh during the
week of Jun 10.
Membership Drive-Mrs.
Zoe L. Cosgrove,
chairman of the Membership Committee,
presented a report and recommendations
from the Committee according to the charge
given the Committee by the Board i n October 1970 to plan a membership campaign.
T h e Board authorized President Oltman to
appoint a Student Relations Officer to serve
as coordinator and instigator of student-related activities and recruiting o n all Association levels. H e is to report to the Board
in J u n 1971 concerning the formation of
"Student Chapters" upon petition of a "sufficient number" of Student Members.
T h e method of awarding the Gavel Award
was referred to the C L O for a report and
recommendation in June.
Association Communications Award-The
Insurance Division proposed that two Association-wide Communications Awards be established to stimulate new and original public
relations efforts in communicating library
services to laymen. T h e Board approved the
recommendations of the Insurance Division
for a probationary period of two years, contingent o n approval of guidelines prepared
by a committee to be appointed by President Oltman. A luncheon will be held a t the
San Francisco Conference to announce the
establishment of the award.
Special Committee o n Association Structure
-The Special Committee had been formed
in J u n 1969 to study the structure of the
Association with the view of improving its
effectiveness. Aphrodite Mamoulides presented an illustrated report to the Advisory

Council detailing the Association's present
structure and showing lines of responsibility
,tlltl lines of communication. T h e committee
wggested the possibility of redesigning the
\tl\i5or) Council into two separate councils:
1) a Chapter Council which, since its representati\es would have better knowledge of
membership consensus, would function like
tlie plesent Adkisory Council; and 2) a Divi\ion Council which would plan educational
conference programs. A straw vote of the
Council was taken; the majority favored
\eparating the Advisory Council in such a
manner.
American Revolution Bicentennial-The
Soard rejected a proposal of the New Jersey
Chapter to authorize a n SL.4 American Revolution Hicentennial Ad Hoc Committee.
T h e Board felt that such a proposal was
iuappropriate o n a n Association-wide scale
because tliere are Association members in
Canada and other countries. T h e Board suggested that individual Chapters participate
as they see fit.
Unemployed Members-Concern
was exp r e s s d about members who find themselves
unemployed in this period of temporary recession. As a result, the Board accepted a
proposal by President Florine Oltman, President-Elect Efren Gonzalez, Acting Editor
of Special Libl.aries Janet D. Shapiro and
Executive Director Frank E. McKenna that
in each membership year, each unemployed
member will be allowed a maximum of two
free "Positions Wanted" classified line ads
in S p f 4 i l Libraries, each ad to be limited to
a maximum of five lines including mailing
address (no blind box addresses can be as5ignetl to such free ads); such ads to be ins c ~ t e do n the basis of space available (for
cxample, a first insertion to take priority
over a second insertion); all regulations applying to advertising in S p c c ~ a l Libraries
will apply to these free ads. For clarification,
to initiate this new member service in 1971,
presently unemployed members who were
paid in 1970 will be allowed such free ad
insertions in the period Jan-Jun 1971 without having paid their 1971 dues.
International Relations Committee-In view
of a Board action in Jun 1970 requesting
that the Committee exduate itr status and
need for existence, the Committee indicated
that it considered itself to be "an important
part of the Association." An open luncheon
is p l m n c d for the San Francisco Conference.
T h e Board reiterated its request for re-evaluation with a report in J u n 1971.

Future Board Meetings-The
1972 Midwinter Meeting will be held at the John
hIarshal1 Hotel in Richmond, Virginia, Feb
2-5, 1972. T h e Board accepted the recomnlcndation that dates and locations for midwinter meetings be determined three years in
atl\ance. T h e Board accepted the invitation
of the Oklahoma Chapter to hold the 1973
Midwinter Meeting i n Tulsa. T h e dates of
Jan 25-27, 1973 were suggested, depending
on availability of hotel space. I n J u n 1971
tlie Board will entertain invitations for the
1974 Midwinter Meeting; thereafter, invitations for succeeding years will be accepted a t
each Midwinter Meeting.
T h e Board also determined that the Fall
Board Meetings be held in the first week of
October. These meetings are to be in New
York to permit the Board to visit the New
York offices once a year.
New Jersey
Chapter S c h o l a r s h i p M r s .
hlayra Scarborough, president of the New
Jersey Chapter, presented a proposal that the
Hoard authorize the Chapter to initiate a
three-year pilot scholarsllip funding program
for scholarships to be awarded Rutgers University School of Library Science students.
T h e Princeton-Trenton Chapter wished to
cooperate with the New Jersey Chapter. Because the Board felt that the effect of such
a program would be to dilute contributions
to the ,4ssociation's Scllolarship Fund, the
proposal was not approved by the Board.
Extra-Association Relations Policy-The
Board reaffirmed the Policy; it will be distributed to new Board members each year
and also to Chapter and Division officers.
T h e Policy Statement has been mailed to the
1970171 officers of the Chapters and Divisions.

SLA Jewelry-The
Executive Committee of
the Board was authorized to approve the
purchase of out-of-stock charms and lapel
pins. They will be stocked a t headquarters
and members will be notified when the items
become available.
Membership Count-It was noted that membership counts are now being taken o n Mar
31, Jun 30, Sep 30 and Dec 31. Since the
maximum count in any one year is the Dec
31 count, and the Apr 30 count was one of
the lowest counts during the year, the Apr
30 membership count has been discontinued.
Consequently, the Dec 31 count will be used
for determining the Ga\,el Award and for
Chapter and Division allotments, beginning
this year (using the Dec 31, 1970 count).

The 1971 SLA Annual Meeting
Jun 9,1971

AS REQUlRED by Article VI, Section 3 of the Association's Bylaws, notice is hereby given
that the Annual Meeting of Special Libraries Association will be held a t 9:00 A.M. o n
Wednesday, J u n 9, 1971 a t the San Francisco Hilton, San Francisco, California during the
Association's 62nd Annual Conference. Included o n the agenda are:
Proposal A. X proposed change in Bylaws relating to membership requirements of Student Members.
Proposal B. A proposed change in Bylaws relating to membership requirements of Emeritus Members a n d related editorial changes.
Proposal C. A proposed increase i n dues for Student Members.
Proposal D. A proposed increase i n dues for Emeritus Members.
Proposal E. A proposed increase i n fees for more than two extra Division affiliations.
T h e proposed changes i n the Bylaws relating to membership requirements are presented here as formal notification to the membership that these changes will be submitted
for approval at the Annual Meeting i n San Francisco. If these proposed changes are approved by a majority of the voting members present and voting, they will then be submitted to the entire membership for mail ballot (Bylaws ,irticle XV, Sections 2 and 3):
Article XV: Amendments

SECTION
2. Amendments may be proposed by the
Board of Directors, the Bylaws Committee or 25
voting members of the Association. Proposals
originating in the Board of Directors or in the
Bylaws Committee shall be approved by a twothirds vote of the Board before submission to the
members. Proposals originating by petition shall
be submitted in writing to the Board of Directors and shall be presented to the members with
the recommendations of the Board.

3. Notice containing the text of any proSECTION
posal shall be sent to each boting member at
least 30 days before the annual meeting at which
it is to be discussed. If approved by a majority
of the voting members present and voting, the
proposal shall be submitted to the entire voting
membership for mail ballot and final decision.
A proposal not approved at the annual meeting
may be referred to the Bylaws Committee for
review.

As a result of discussion i n the Advisory
Council during the 1970 Midwinter Meeting,
the Board directed the Bylaws Committee to
study the existing requirements for Student
Members and Emeritus Members. I n Oct
1970 the Board also extended this charge to
the Membership Committee. T h e joint propovals of the two Committees were discussed
by the Council and Board in J a n 1971. T h e
Board has authorized submission of the following proposals to the members for approval.

Article II: members hi^

Proposal A. T h e Board of Directors recommends to the members that they approve the
proposed change in the Bylaw relating to
membership requirements of Student Members.

SECTIOX4. A Student Member shall be an individual 4w-k enrolled [at least part-time] in
a [curriculum of library or information science],

hold this status for no more than three years.]
[This
category of membership shall be available only
to those joining the Association for the first
time.] A Student Member shall have the right
to affiliate with one Chapter [and one Division
without fee,] and to recei\e the official journal
free.
Changes i n curricula prompted the Board's
directive that the Bylaws Committee study
existing requirements for Student Members.

It was felt that the terminology "library
school" alone should be rejected because
relevant courses are taught in other departments. T h e new phrase, "curriculum of library or information science," permits a
broader scope of study. T h e eligibility of
part-time students is to be continued, as is a
time limit for this membership category, but
the limit is to be increased from two years to
three years. I n this connection, the statement that a Student Member shall be a n
"entering" category only was inserted. T h i s
phrase is to prevent those who have qualified
for Member status a n d who subsequently
enroll i n library courses (especially while
working) from changing to the Student Member category with its reduced dues. T h e
other proposed change i n the Bylaw will
permit Student Members to affiliate with one
Division free. T h e existing Bylaw restricts
Student Members to Chapter affiliation only
although the Association emphasizes Division
subjec; interests.

Proposal B. T h e Board of Directors recommends to the members that they approve the
proposed change i n the Bylaw relating to
membership requirements of Emeritus Members.
Article It: Membership
SECTION6. Status as [a Retired Member]

*

[reached age 60 and who has retired. In this connection "retirement" shall be
defined by the Board of Directors with the advice of the Association Committee concerned
with membership. A Retired]
Member shall have all the rights and privileges
of a Member except the right to hold elective
office in the Association or to be a Chapter

President or President-Elect or Division Chairman or Chairman-Elect.
T h e charge concerning Emeritus Member
status was to re-evaluate the requirements of
20 years of membership i n SLA and age 60.
T h e Bylaws Committee's final proposal involved two changes i n the Emeritus Member
Bylaw. First, the name is to be changed from
Emeritus Member to Retired Member so as
to emphasize that persons i n this category
are retired from regular employment. T h i s
concept replaces the existing Bylaw which
does not require retirement a n d by which
persons w i t h 20 years of ~ s s o c i a t i o nmembership (and age 60) can request transfer to
this lower dues category even though they
may still be fully employed. T h e proposed
Bylaw retains the age 60 requirement but
drops the 20 years (or any other term) of
membership requirement. T h i s second change
was made because the Bylaws Committee
felt that a predefined term of membership
requirement is too arbitrary.
If the amended Article 11, Section 6 is
adopted, a n editorial amendment is required
i n Article 11, Section I:
SECTION
1. There shall be Members, Associates,
Student Members, [Retired]
Members,
Sustaining Members and Honorary Members.
Eligibility for and privileges of each class shall
be within the provisions of these Bylaws. The
Association committee concerned with membership shall be the authority on the eligibility of
membership applicants. Within the terms of this
article, a special library is defined as:
a. A library or information center maintained
by an individual, corporation, association, government agency or any other group; or
b. A specialized or departmental collection
within a library, for the organization and dissemination of information, and primarily offering service to a specialized clientele through the
use of varied media and methods.

The proposed changes i n dues for Student Members and dues for Emeritus (Retired)
Members are presented here as formal notification to the membership that these
changes will be submitted for approval a t the .Annual Meeting in San Francisco. Notification is also given regarding a proposed change in the fees for extra Division affiliations.
If approved by two-thirds of the voting members present at the Annual Meeting, the
changes will take effect for the year 1972. A mail ballot of the entire membership is not
required (Bylaws Article XII):

Article XII: Dues and Fees
SFCTION1. Dues shall be payable in advance and

annually, except that a Member may elect to pay
at one time the sum prescribed for life dues. An
Honorary Member shall be exempt from payment of dues.
SECTION2. Dues for Association membership and

fees for additional Chapter and Division affiliation shall be determined by the Board of Directors subject to approtal by two-thirds of the
voting members present and voting a t an annual

Proposal C . T h e Board recommends that annual dues for Stndent Members be increased
from $5.00 to $10.00.
Proposal D. T h e Board recommends that a n n u a l dues for Emeritus (Retired) Members
be increased from $5.00 to $10.00.
When the dues for other membership
classes were increased to $30.00 by vote of
the members at the Annual Meeting in Los
Angeles in 1968, the dues for Student Members and Emeritus (Retired) Members were
left a t $5.00.
During Board and Council discussions i n
J a n 1971 it was agreed that some subsidization of these membership categories is desirable--for Student Members as a recruitment
effort and for Emeritus (Retired) Members
as recognition of years of service-but it had
not been realized what the actual cost of this
subsidization is. Refer to the discussion on

meeting, provided that written notice shall be
gi\.en to all voting members at least 60 days in
advance of the meeting. Initial dues may be prorated as determined by the Board of Directors.
3. Membership shall cease when dues are
SEXTION
one month in arrears. Reinstatement is possible
only within the following eleben months and
upon payment of dues for the entire year. After
one year, reapplication for membership is required.

p.106. I t was also noted that the proposed
Bylaws changes include a new provision that
Student Members may affiliate with one Division free; this change would result in
payment of a n additional $2.00 by the Association to the Division as the annual allotment.

Proposal E. T h e Board of Directors recommends t o the Members that they approve
Proposal E t o increase fees for each extra
Division affiliation above two:
that the fees for u p to two extra Divisions
be 207, of the annual dues for a Member
for each extra affiliation;
that the fee for each extra Division affiliation above two be at 307, of the annual dues for a Member.
Refer to the discussion of fees for extra
Division affiliations o n p.105.

1971 CANDIDATES F O R SLA OFFICE

For President-Elect

CONNOR

STRABLE

John M. Connor is chief librarian, Los
,411geles County Medical Association Library,
Los Angeles. H e received a BS from Manh;~ttan College (1931), a n hIS(LS) from Columbia University (1934) and a n MA from
<:olumbia University Teachers College (1950).
At Columbia University, College of Physicians, he was periodicals assistant, chief of
relerence, and assistant librarian in the period 1935/41. I n 1941/43 he was the national director of the Victory Book Campaign. H e was chief, Distribution Section,
Armed Forces Books-Magazines, for the U.S.
Army Service of Supply (1943146) and Research Chief-Reader Services, Division of Library and Intelligence, U.S. Department of
State (1946/50). H e then went to the Free
I'ublic Library of the City of San Bernardill0 (California) as assistant city librarian
(1950/53) and then to the U.S. Naval Air
hlissile Test Center, Point hfugu, California,
as technical librarian (1953156). H e has been
at his present post since 1956.
hIr. Connor has been chairman of the
AL.4 and New York State Junior Members
Kound Tables and a member of various
committees of ALA, hILA, the California
hledical Association, and Los Angeles County
Medical Association. H e has lectured a t the
University o f Southern California and served
on the Advisory Board of the University of
California School of Library Science (Los
Angeles). H e also belongs to the California
Library Association and is a member of the
Southeast General Hospital Authority Commission. RIr. Connor has been the recipient
of various awards and has authored several
articles and papers published in the professional periodical literature.
SLA Chapter Activities. In the Southern

California Chapter he was a member of the
Board (1959/60), president-elect and program
chairman (1961/62), and president (1962163).
H e has served o n various committees in the
Washington, D.C. Chapter and the Southern
California Chapter.
SLA Division Activities. H e served as
chairman-elect of the Science-Technology Division, Engineering Section, i n 1956.
At the Association Level. Chapter Relations Committee (1964165); Chapter Liaison
Officer and chairman, Chapter Relations
Committee (1965167); chairman, 1968 Annual
Conference (Los Angeles) , and chairman.
H . W. Wilson Company Chapter Award
Committee (1969 to present). A member of
SLA from 1937 to 1949 and from 1955 to the
present.
Edward G. Strable is manager, Information
Services, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
H e received a BS in Journalism from the
University of Illinois (1948) and an MA(LS)
from the University of Chicago (1954).
At the Chicago Public Library, Mr. Strable
was executive assistant to the librarian (19511
55). H e then became library director for J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago (1955/64),
during which time he also lectured a t the
Graduate Library School, University of Chicago (1958/63). After serving as executive
secretary, Reference Services DivisionIALA
and American Library Trustee Association1
ALA (1965/68), h e took his present post in
1968.
H e is a member of ALA, ASIS, Illinois Library Association and the Chicago Library
Club.
SLA Chapter Activities. I n the Illinois
Chapter he served as vice-president (1953/54),
president (1959160) and director (1960/61),
in addition to various Chapter committee appointments.
SLA Division Activities. I n the Advertising
K. Marketing Division, he has had Division
committee assignments, in addition to being
co-editor of the Bulletin (1 97017 1).
At the Association Level. Chairman, 1958
Annual Conference (Chicago); chairman,
Convention Advisory Committee (1958159):
SLA representative to the National Book

Committee (1960/61); Director (1961 164);
,John Cotton Dana lecturer (1963); chairman, Committee on Committees ( 1 964166);
chairman, -\lembership Committee (1'369:70);
Education Committee; Recruitment Committee; H. TI'. IVilson Company Chapter .Award
Committee; Ad Hoc Committee on Consultation Semite (1955!56).

Mr. Strable was co-compiler of Subject
Headings i n Advertising, Mnrkcting a n d
C 0 ~ 1 7 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~11ledin
i c n t i o(SLA
n s 1964). T h e 11linois Chapter won the SLA Professional
.-\rc.;rrd in 1967 for Special LiDrc~rirs: '4
(;~ritir f o r .Ilnnagenzent (SL.-\ 1966) which
l l r . Strable edited. A member of SL.1 since
1950.

For Chairman-Elect of the Advisory Council

BAUER

COSGROVE

,

Charles K. Bauer is manager, Scientific and
Technical Information Department, Lockheed-Georgia Company, Marietta, Georgia.
Born in Vienna, Austria, he worked there
as a n engineer after receiving his engineering degree from the Polytechnicum of Vienna.
.lfter arriving in Canada a n d then the
United States, he worked as a n assistant erlgineer at the Hughes Autograf Brush Company, I\'atenliet, N.Y. (1940/45). H e then
drifted accidentally into the library profession when his new employer, the General
Electric Company, loaned him as a special
assistant to the 1J.S. Army to tranrlate and
evaluate captured German scientific data o n
German guided missiles. I n 1946, General
Electric appointed him chief research information engineer i n the Guided Missiles Publications and Information Department, a
post he held until 1952. During this same
period he served as a member of DoD's Research and Development Advisory Board on
Guided hIissiles/Technical Information. I n
1952, he became associated with the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission, IYashington,
D.C., as chief librarian and later chief, Technical Services Branch (1952/55). M7hile in
T.\Tashington, D.C. he enrolled at the Catholic
university of America for his library degree.
I n 1955 he joined Lockheed-Georgia Com-

pany as a n operations research scietltist; 11c
was appointed to his present position in the
company in 1956.
hlr. Bauer is the author of profession;rl papers, presented and published nationally and
internationally includit~gan :\G.-\RD paper
presented in Copenhagen, Denmark. H e divides his spare time betweell teaching a t the
Atlanta University School of Library Service
and teaching cultural development for the
Lockheed Xlanagement Club. T h e latter activity earned him the honor of being selected
in 1968 as Lockheed hlan-of-the-Year.
.I member of the American Ordnance Association (A0.A) and the National Securitx
Industrial Association (NSIA), hIr. Bauer
5erved in the latter as chairman of the Scientific and Technical Information Committee (1964167). T h i s was followed by his election as chairman of the NS1.-\ Technical
Information Advisory Committee (1967/68).
For his contribution to the industryldefense
complex, he was presented in 1969 with the
NSIA "Certificate of Merit" award. O n four
occasions he has been chairman of AhIA
seminars o n "Developing and Managing the
Company Library." H e is a past member of
the Engineers Joint Council Panel of Information Center LIanagers for the Establishment of a National Information Network.
Since 1968, LIr. Bauer has served as a trustre
of Engineering Index, Inc. H e serves as chairman of the Performing and Visual Arts Committee of the Lockheed Xlanagement Club
and as a board member of the Atlanta Alliance Theatre.
S L A Chapter Actzvities. In the Upstate
New York Chapter, he had several committee chairman appointments. I n the Washington, D.C. Chapter he was chairman of the
Chapter's Science-Technology Group (19531
54), and after transferring to the South At-

c m i e j u ~ ~ i olibrarian
r
at the St. I'aul I'ublic
Library (1956/57) a n d then at Lbnnell Refcwtrce Center, New York 1'ul)lic Library
j1!)58). I n St. I'aul again, she was reference
~ s \ i $ t a nat
t the James Jerome Hill Reference
I2ibr;rry (1958/63). She then went to ShI
(:oni1);111),St. Paul, as l i l ~ r a r i aot
~ ~ the 3hI
Technical Library (196S/(i8). She was a p
pointetl to her present p s i t i 0 1 1 ill 1!)68.
hlrs. Cosgrove has done w r i t i ~ l ga n d etliting, including p ~ ~ b l i c a t i o nlor
s 3Al Company.
111 I!)(i4, she was the winner of tile J l i n ~ ~ e s o t a
I.il)r;~ry;\\sociation's National Library \.\leek
IJc;l)licity Award. She is ;I mrml)er 01 .\L.\,
.ASIS, l l i ~ ~ ~ ~ e 1,ibrary
s o t : ~ .Associ;ction, and
: ~ ( l d i t i oto
~ ~ committee c h ; ~ i r m a : ~appointITniversity of hlinnesota .4lum11;1eClub, ; I I I ~ I
lll~'ll~\,
'-11 //I(. Atsoiic~lion 1.twc.I. L h c u n ~ c ~ ~ t : ~ ~ i ohas
t l held various posts in these org;cni7atiorls.
S1.d Chn/2/r1-dctiuities. I n the RIinnesota
( h m n ~ i t t r e(19511.52); Rc.w:~ctions(;orn!iiittc.c
<:l~;~ptc,r,
she was treasurer (1965/6(i), vice(l960i61); chairman, (:ommittee o n Cornpresident (1967/fj8), president (l9(i8/6!)), ; ~ n d
rnittees (1962164); John Cotton I > x l a lectu!ci
Ijulletir~editor (1968/71); Chapter represent( 19fi.3); S . Y . World's Fair Committee (I963 '
fi-I);( h ~ ~ s ~ r l t a t iServicer
on
(hmmittec (I!)fiy
;ttive to planning committee for AIinnesota's
1;irst Gover~ior'sC o ~ ~ f e r e r l coen Library Serv(I!)); (liairnl;cn, F i n a l ~ c eCornnlittee (19(iX/TO).
ice (:1pr 22, 1968); rind spokesman for the
. \ 11ieml)cr of SLX since IWti.
3Iinnesot;1 (;hapter at the Minnesota House
( h m m i t t e c o n Education hearings o n a bill
hlrs. Zoe L. Cosgrove i\ l i b r ; ~ r i a ~3~1 ,l
Ior certification of librarians (1969).
( : o n ~ p ; ~ n y-Tape
,
Division Librxry, St. Paul,
S L A 1)ivision Actiz~itirs.She is treasurer 01
\ l i ~ ~ n e \ o t aShe
.
receivetl :I B.4 summa cum
the Science-Technology Division (1970/71).
I:~utle(1!)52) a r ~ t al n XI:\(LS) from IJriivc.rsity
:It tllc .4ssociation Lciwl. (:liai~-man,iklviof . \ l i n t ~ e r o t ;(1!)53).
~
She I i x done gr;duare
sory Co~uncil <:ommittec to Investigate a
work in English at liniiersity of hlinnesola
Cliat~ge in Xanie for SI..\ (I9OS WI); .\Ien~(l95:{! 56).
bership Committee ( 6 9 ) chairman
She ~ v :I~ teaching
s
a s s i s t a ~at~ ~lJni\ersity
(1970/71). r i menilxr of SL:\ since 1959.
ol Alinnesot;~(1954!56), alter which she Im

I;~nticChaprer he has h ; ~ dv;~riouscommittee
l r ; ~ i r ~ appointments
na~~
there.
. C I . . I 1)i.oision Artiuilir..~.Althoc~glihe ih a
~II;II-tc.r
member of the hIetals/M;~tcrialsIli\ , i r i o ~ ~I>ocumenta
,
ti011 I>i\i s i o ~ ~i-\erospc
,
e
I ) i \ i \ i o ~ r ,and Nuclear S c i e t ~ t eDivision, his
I ~ ; I ~ Ia<ti\ities
I
have b e c ~with
~ 111e S c i e ~ ~ c c I'ethnologv D i v i s i o ~ ~H. e ser\etl in tile Ettgi-

t

For Director 1971/74
BAER

MALINOWSKY

Jlark H. Baer is libraries manager, HewIctt-l':~ck;~rtlCo., Inc., I'alo ;\lto, C;tlilornia.
H e ~eceivcd a B.l a ~ i t l ; I I ~ 1ll.S from the
I it i i \ crsi t y of \\::~shingto~~
(I!).%).
H e was chemistr) ichcmical e n g i n e e r i ~ ~lig
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I)r;~ri;~n,
IJniversity of Washington (1956/57);
lil)r:lri;ln, Engineering antl Technology Di\.ision, Oregon State IJniversity (1!)57/511);
: ~ n ddirector, Technical Information Services,
Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, Califor11ia (1959/66).
Mr. Rxer has been a niember of ASIS and
is a member of the Institute of Electrical a n d
Electronics Engineers antl the California Li1,r:lr-y Association. H e i 5 the author of the
c h ; ~ p t c ro n "Serials a n d Out-of-Print Titles"
in A(q~rr~itio?z
of Specit11 illeitc'riccls, publishrtl by the San Francisco Bay Region
<:h:~ptcrof St..\. I n addition, he w;rs etlitorin-chief o f the Union I.ist of Periotiicnls:
.Yc ir~~~((~-Tcclr~rology-Eco~~o~r~ic.s
I)ublished by
the Sat1 Francisco Bay Region Chapter ; ~ n d
is a member of the committee now prep;n-ing

a new edition of that publication. Mr. Baer
has also been a lecturer at the School of Librarianship, University of California, Berkeley (1966/70), o n the organization, administration and services of the industrial research
library.
S L A Chapter Activities. H e was president,
San Francisco Bay Region Chapter (1965166)
and has held other committee appointmet~ts
within the Chapter.
SLA L)ivision Activities. H e is secretary/
treasurer of the Engineering Division (19701
71).
At the Association Lruel. Chairman, Placemerit Policy Committee (1967169); Conference Advisory Committee (1970172); and
1971 Conference Chairman (San Francisco).
A member of SLA since 1957.

H. Robert Malinowsky is assistant director
of libraries, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
in charge of science-technology libraries,
public service, statistics, and library education. H e attended Rlidland College, Fremont,
Nebraska, received a BS in geological engineering from the University of Kansas (1955).
did graduate work in geology at University
of Kansas and received a n M A in Librarian-

ship lrom the University of Denver (1963).
Before becoming a librarian, Rlr. Malinowsky was a production engineer with Gulf Oil
Corporation i n Texas. H e has been assistant
science and engineering librarian at the University of Kansas (1963/64), science librarian
and instructor i n the Graduate School of Librarianship at University of Denver (19641
67) and science librarian at University of
Kansas (1967169). H e was appointed to his
present position in 1969.
Mr. hlalinowsky has been active in various
national organizations. H e was president of
the Geoscience Information Society (1970)
and served on the GIS Geoscience Serials
Committee. H e is a member of ASIS, hlountains Plains Library Associations and T a u
Beta Pi. At the University of Kansas he has
served o n the graduate faculty of the School
of Pharmacy and was a consultant for the
Kansas State Extension Service to develop a
workshop o n the use of technical libraries.
SLA Chapter Activities. I n the Colorado
Chapter he was Bulletin Editor (1964166). In
the Heart of America Chapter he was \icepresident (1968169) and president (1969/70).
At the Association L-evel. Education Committee (1967169); Chapter Relations Committee (1970172). A member of SLA since 1963.

For Director 1971174
I

CENTNER

MORELOCK

Rosemary L. Centner is manager, Technical Information Service, Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. She received a BA i n
chemistry from O u r Lady of Cincinnati College (1947) and a n RIS in chemistry from
University of Cincinnati (1949).
She was library assistant a t Procter & Gamble (1949/52), after which she went to the
Miami Valley Laboratories as branch librarian (1952156) and later as technical librarian

(3956166). She assumed her present position
in 1966.
Miss Centner is a member of American
Association for the A d ~ a n c e m e n tof Science,
American Chemical Society, and ASIS. She
has served as chairman of the Southern Ohio
Chapter of ASIS (1968).
SLA Chapter Activities. I n the Cincinnati
Chapter, she was secretary (1953/54), vice
president (1958/59), president (1959/60), and
Chapter Consultation Officer (1967 to the
present), in addition to other committee a p
pointments.
SLA Dzvision Activities. She was treasurer
of the Chemistry Dixision (1967169) a n 2 held
committee assignments in the Chemistry Section of the Science-Technology Dit ision.
At the Association Level. Scientific Meetings Committee (1965/67); Statistics Committee (1969/70). A member of SLA since 1949
Molete Morelock is head of interinstitutional library services, Purdue University Li-

braries, West Lafayette, Indiana. She received a BS(LS) from Peabody (1943) and an
MS in physical science from the llniversity of
Missouri (1952).
Before coming to Purdue i l l 1958 Miss
hlorelock was science librarian a t Stephens
College, Columbia, Missouri (1943147); engineering librarian, University of Missouri
(1947154); reference librarian, Detroit Public
Library (1954156); and associate librarian,
Parke Davis Research Library (1956158).
She is a member of the American Library
Association, American Society lor Engineer-

ing
- Education and the Indiana Library Association.
S L A Chapter Activities. In the Indiana
Chapter she was vice-president (1963164) and
president (1964165); chairman, Committee
on Recruitment and Training of Library Assistants (1968 to date).
SLA Division Activities. I n the Engineering Section of the Science-Technology Division she was vice-chairman (1964165) and
chairman (1965166).
At the Association Level. A member of
SLA since 1950.

Officers and directors who will continue to serve o n SLA's Board of Directors in
1971172 are:
Efren W. Gonzalez who automatically succeeds to the office of President; and Mrs.
Jeanne B. North who automatically succeeds to the office of Advisory Council Chairman.
Florine A. Oltman will serve as Past President. Edythe Moore and Loyd R. Rathbun
will serve the third year of their three-year terms (1969172) as Directors. John P. Binnington and Miriam H. Tees will serve the second year of their three-year terms (1970/73) as
Directors. Janet M. Rigney will serve the second year of her three-year term (1970173) as
Treasurer.

Ballots and voting instructions will
be mailed from the Association's New
York offices in late March.

CHAPTERS & DIVISIONS
Baltimore-A
dinner meeting was held on
Jan 19 at Dcutsches Haus, Baltimore. After
the business meeting which was concerned
with the SLA/ASIS merger, Geraldine Ostrove, librarian of the Peabody Institute LiIlral-y, adtlrcssetl the group.
Cleveland-011
Kov 17 the Chapter l ~ e a r d
Walter W. Curley, dircctor of the Cleveland
Public Library, speak o n " T h e Individual
and tlle Organization."
On Jan 27, J o h n Shubcrt, state librarian
of Ohio, spoke o n "The Ohio Library n e velopment Plan."
David K. Fullmer, a partner in the law
fil-m of Baker, Hostetler a n d Patterson, spoke
to the Chapter on Feb 18 on tax implic;rtions of gifts to libraries and other public
institutions. T h e new tax bill requirements
are of importance to all institutions receiv
ing or seeking gifts.
Connecticut Valley-The
Springfield Newspapers hosted a tour of the offices and p l m t
on Oct 27. After the tour, Richard Garvey,
editor of the Springfield Daily News, related
his experiences in newspaper work. Dinner
followed.
Greater St. Louis-The Chapter met on Fell
26 at Monsanto Company to hear Richard
E. \Volff, Systems Consultant, D:~tapage, St.
Charles, Missouri, present a non-technical,
illustrated speech o n microforms. T h e occasion was a joint meeting with the Greater
St. Louis Library Club.
Illinois-At
a joint meeting with Chicago
Library Club o n Feb 17, Treadwell Ruml,
president, Library Kesources, Inc., led a panel
discussion o n the ultra-microfiche project.
Indiana-A
recruitment meeting was held
Dec 9. Chapter members acted as hosts for
the special librarian guests. Narayan P.
Nisllra, assistant librarian, Triliuwan University in Nepal, who was completing a 5-week
internship a t the Purdue Libraries as a participant i n the 1970 Multi-National Library
Project, spoke briefly o n libraries in his
country and observations o n American libraries.
Michigan-Dr.
Russell E. Bidlack, University of Michigan, Dr. Robert E. Booth,

Wayne State University, and Dr. Jean E.
I'owrie. \.Vestern Michigan University, participated in a panel discussion o n Oct 20
aimut "Library Scllool Curriculum antl How
I t Relates to Special Librarianship."
O n Nov 11 tlle Chapter discussed the proposfil merger of SLA antl ASIS. Participants
were: Koljei-t \\'. G i b s o ~ ~
[r.,
, Lcola hIicl~acls,
Edgar. H . Siblry. and l'arkula \,Vecdm:m.
3Iilitary Librarians-7 he 14th Annual Alilitary l.il>rarians \\'orkshop, hosted by the Industrial College of the Armcd Forces, Fort
Lesley J. McNair, Washington, D.C., was
lieltl Nov 30-Dec 2. An opportunity for liImrians from Department of Defense activities to cxchangc information with the
aim of increasing the effcctivencss of military
libraries, the workshop's theme was "Department of Defense Libraries in Transition." I'aul Klinefelter, Defense Documcntation Center. was chairman of the program
committee.
Montreal-A
panel discussion o n interliI m r y loan policies, open to anyone who
handles such loans in a special library, was
the subject of the Chapter's January meeting. Speakers from Sir Geol-ge 147illiamsUniversity, Universitc de hIontri.al, Ril~liotlli.que
dc In Ville de AIontri.al and National Science
Lil~rar)., Ottawa, outlined their respecti~e
organizations' interlibrary l o x ~policies nntl
procedures and discussed problems they face
in responding to I-equests.
71'l~cChapter awards a prize a n ~ ~ u a l lto
y
library scliool graduates o f three institu~ions
for excelling in the special libraries course.
Kecipier~ts we]-e: AIatlame Clautlii~e I.;IIIglois, Univi.rsiti. de &Iontri.al, 'I'ina Alatiiwi~,
XIcCill University, antl Mr. Jkn Zvalo, University of Ottawa. Each received a copy of
Scicn ti/rr nnd Trc.hnirn1 Librnrics: Tht,ir 01.gnnimiion anti Arimini.st?otion, by Lucille J.
Strauss, Irene h1. Strieby, and Alberta 1..
I%rown.
Southern California-The
Chapter met o n
J a n 19 to discuss "A Pathway Through tllc
Information Mare to Little Known Sources
of Documents and Data." Speakcrs from
LJC:I,.l were Hetll IVillard, Frcti Dorcy, Ann
Hinckley and J o h n Hill.
O n Feb 18, the Cliapter corlsidered "Political arid Community Data Ranks: Two New
Information Kesources." Carl Hensler, Department of Political Science, UCLA, and
Robert E. Joyce, dircctor, Los Angelcs Comnluuity Analysis Bureau, spoke.

People think we're
afraid to get our
hands dirty.

They're wrong.
When people think of ICA they usually think of a highly sophisticated, large
systems, exotic applications group. And they're right.
But there's another side to ICA. We handle regular, everyday type of problems too.
ICA has strong staff, hardware and software capabilities that can be applied to
your less glamorous needs.
Need material abstracted, indexed, coded, or even punched? ICA can d o i t
quickly and efficiently-and
at attractive prices.
Of course our systems analysts and programmers can work in',the higher
atmospheres of information retrieval, but we are just as good down in the dirt"
grappling with day-to-day problems, backlogs, rush jobs and the like.
Give us a call when you need a job done. We'll be right there. As soon as we
wash our hands.

la

INFORMATION COMPANY OF AMERICA
1 0 1 1 LEWIS TOWER / 2 2 5 S 15th STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 1 9 1 0 2
2 15/735.2700

FOR THE RESEARCH LIBRARY.

2 N E W EASY-TO-SEARCH

.

.

PMC M I C R O F I L M

EDITIONS

AT SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION PRICES
COMPLETE BACKFILES PLUS A N N U A L SUBSCRIPTIONS
O N 1 6 m m " M I C R O F I L M I N OPEN REELS OR CARTRIDGES
'Also available In 3 5 m m upon request

(sample ava~lableupon request)

NUCLEAR SCIENCE ABSTRACTS
NSA BACKFILE includes Abstracts of Declassified Documents (1947-48) .Nuclear Science Abstracts
1938-69) . Cumulative lndexes ( 1948-66) - Annual lndexes (1 967-69)

(

$8 50 ($975 after April

NSA SUBSCRIPTION beginning with
all Annual lndexes for each year

1 . 197 1) Available January 197 1

I970 includes automatic di%tributionof all Abstracts for each year

- PLUS all Cumulative Indexes a\ h u e d .

$125 per yea,
U.S. GOVERNMENT

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

REPORTS
USGRDR

-

B A C K F I L E includes Bibliography of Scientific and Technical Reports (1946-49)
Bibliography of Technical Reports (1949-54) U.S. Government Research Reports (1954-64)
U. S. Government Research and Development Report\ ( 1965-69) Annual Indexes ( 1 946-63) T A B (19 6 1-66)
T A B Indexes (1961-63) USGRDR Cumulative Index (1964-69) Annual Index (1969)

-

$850

.

-

-

.

($975 after April 1 . 197 1 ) Available February 1971

USGRDR

SUBSCRIPTION beginning with 1970 includes automatic distribution of all Abstracts
for each year. all Annual Indexe\ for each year. PLUS all Cumulative lndexes as issued.

$80

per year

In these comprehensive rnicrofilnz editions of 2 heavily used
go\wnrnerlt publications, the abstracts and the various cumulative
itideres have been compiled as separate grozrps of reels to simplify
retrospecti\,e searching. For example, Subject 1nde.re.s constitute one
grolrp of reels. Persorml Author Indexes constitlrte another group, and so on.

T o facilitate retrieval of specific citations, the microfilm is
coded ~ ' i t hirnage colrrlt blips and bar scales.

PRINCETON MICROFILM CORPORATION
ALEXANDER ROAD. PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 TELEPHONE: 609 452-2066

I.

the
torget-you-not
subscription
service!
That's just another name
for our popular "till forbidden"
service - automatic annual renewal of your subscriptions.
F. W. Faxon is the only fully automated library subscription agency
in the world, and now you can put
our IBM 360/40 computer to work
for you - to assure the prompt,
accurate, efficient handling of
your subscriptions.
Send for our descriptive
brochure and annual librarians'
guide.

! Complete composition, press
and pamphlet binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and skill
gained through fifty years of experience, can be put to your use-profitably

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont

Library business is our only
business - since 1886

F. w. mxon co.,Inc.

PRINTERS O F THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL
O F SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

15 Southwest Park

Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
Telephone: 61 7-329-3350

Any Typewriter can
Type Scientific
Symbols!
TECHNICAL, MATHEMATICAL,
GREEK LETTER OR
CUSTOM SYMBOLS
A s~mpleadapter and Typit symbol
elements are all you need to professionally type symbols along with
your regular typing. No matter what
make of typewriter you have, you
can transform it into a limitless
typing machine!
No more leaving space for symbols
. . . no more inking in symbols . . .
no more using improper typewriter
letters in place of the proper symbols.
Send today for FREE catalogs on
Typit stock symbols and custom symbol designing. Specify make and
type of typewriter. Write to:

MECHANICAL ENTERPRISES, INC.
3127 Colvin Street, Alexandria, Va. 22314

SHELF-FILES
for magazines
pamphlets,
multi-media

Here's neat, low-cost, attractive storage for library periodicals, other "difficult" materials such as newspapers,
cassettes, transparencies. Shelf-Files
promote order to save filing and finding time; make more efficient use of
shelf space. Many styles, sizes. See
them and 5,000 more library items in
our new catalog.

Library, AV
and Books
Catalog
Over 5,000 interesting library
Items in one big,
colorful, complete
catalog. Select fro1 29 different book
trucks, 27 library apes, 8 styles of
shelf-files, book returns, wood or steel
card cabinets, self-adhesive book pockets, paperbacks, etc., e t ~ Your
.
funds
can buy more if you have a copy.
Write -THE
HIGHSMITH CO., INC.,
Fort Atkinson. Wisconsin 53538.

PLACEMENT
"Positions Open" and "Positions Wonted" ads are
$1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of
SLA moy place o "Positions W a n t e d a d a t a special
rate of $1.00 per line; $3.00 minimum.
I n eoch membership year, each unemployed member
w i l l be allowed o maximum of two free "Positions
Wonted" ads, eoch a d t o be limited to 5 lines including mailing address (no b l i n d box addresses), on
a space available basis. Presently unemployed members who were p a i d members i n 1970 w i l l be allowed
such free a d insertions i n the period Jon-June 1971
without having p a i d their 1971 dues.
There is a minimum charge of $10.00 f o r a "Market
Place" a d of three lines or less; each additional line
is $3.00. There are approximately 45 characters and
spaces to a line.

THE MARKET PLACE
Foreign Books a n d Periodicals-Specialty: International Congresses. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box
352, \Thite Plains, Xew York 10602.
.-

-

-~

--

Quick Translations-Frencl~, (;el-man translatetl
into English by technically trained pc1sonnel.
Efficient, confidential, accnt-ate work. QuickTrans, l l l 9 i Clinton St., Elma. S.Y.14059. Tel.
( i 16) 684-7168.
Back Issue Periodicals-Scien tific, Technical.
lletlical and Liberal Art?. Please subnlit want
lists a n d lists of materials for sale o r e x c h a ~ ~ g e .
Prompt replies assl~retl.G . H. Arrow Co., 4 t h
k Rrown Sts., Philadelphia. Pa. l!IlL'.?.
For Sale-Cho~ictll A hstmrts, 1909-1938, 19411963. Many cornplete volunles, single irsues, all11
duplicates.'~estoffer. Box C 160.
--

Copy f o r display ods must b e received by the tenth
of the month preceding the month of publication; copy
f o r line ads must b e received by the fifteenth.
Classified ads w i l l not be accepted o n a "run until
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, unless renewed.

.-

- --

-.

Chicorel Library Publishing Corp.-330 \V. 58th
St., N.Y.C. Effective Jan 1, 1971: Chicorel T h e a ter Intlex to P l a ~ sin Anthologies. Periodicals.
1Xscs and Tape?, L'ol. I, $31.50, $33.00 vorldrvide.

POSITIONS WANTED
Technical Literature Analyst-E.E., P.E., available in N.Y. vicinity, one day per week. Call
Mr. Hardwick at 201-673-0283.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Ebsco Subscription Services . . . . . . . .
Excerpta Medica . . . . . . . . . . . . .

POSITIONS OPEN
Assistant H e a d Cataloger-Biology and A g r i c d ture. T h e H . W. IVilson Conipany in New York
City has a n immediate opening for a librarian
with se\eral years of cataloging and snpervisory
experience to assist the Editor on the Biological
X. Agricultural Index. B.S. o r M.S. in I,iolo:.y o r
1.c1atrd sciences required. Excellent benefits. Salary negotiable. Direct resume a n d inquiries to:
Personnel Office, T h e H. IV. Wilson Company,
950 University Avenue, Bi-onx, New York 10452.
Associate Librarian-P. R. hlallory X. Co. Inc. is
seeking an associate librarian. \$'ill
handle nilmerous and varied requests for informational assistance, originating fl-om tlepartinents throngho u t the corporation.
Prefer BS i n chemistry, physics or related science, plus \IS in library science. Rcquire at lcast
two years' experience in information retrieval
and di\selnination.
Submit ri.sun1i.s. including salary history, in
confidence to: Director of Pcrsonnel. Corpoi-ate
Services, P. R . hlallory K. Co. Inc., 3029 E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46208.

-

Jour. Amer. Cheni. Soc.-1'01. 38, 1916-1'01. 71,
19-19, and Anal. Chem. (1\'ash.) Vol. 1. 1929-1'01.
34, 196i. 1Vm. 1V. Mills, Jr., 5716 Ottawa Rtl.,
Ce~~trcr.ille.
Va. 22020.
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Microfilniing Corporation of
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T h e New York Times . . . .
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Princeton Microfilm Corporation
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In these few volumes alone,
3rou can look up 291factofNed
pages onwetnam, 171pages on
blacks, 135 pages on education,
83 pages on the Arab-Israeli
dispute, 75 pages on housing
and more than 20 pages each
on pollution, antipoverty programs, crime, drug addiction,
medicine, disarmament and
student activities,
Hardlywhat you would expect from an index.
In,jex volumes cost $87.!50 per year
fo. 1961 -1969.. . $60 per year for
1913-1960.. . $60 per volume for
1851 -191 2. For a complete price list
wi-lte to The New Yorlc T~mes,LI
arid Information Services Divisi
Dept. SL-480. 229 West 43d Stre
New York. N.Y. 10036.

NEW EDITION OF A I D H A S 90% MORE TERMS
AID-3 i s a strikingly new work that promises t o be even more valuable than its
heavily consulted predecessors. This reliable reference source contains over
80,000 entries, almost twice as many as the second AID. Since page size has been
increased t o 8%" x 11" with two columns t o the page, nearly four times more terms
are scannable on each page. Issues of New Acmnyms and lnitialisms, supplements
to AID-3. are planned for 1971 and 1972; each issue of lVAlwill add about 12.500
new entries. (Supplements are paperbound; $15.00 each.)
COVERAGE OF SPECIALIZED FIELDS MORE EXTENSIVE
The great advances made recently in such fields as data processing.
aerospace technology, and military affairs have prompted the creation of numerous
acronyms for new projects and equipment.
The Apollo moon flights, for
instance, introduced many new terms which
were unknown when the second AID was
published five years ago. These include BIGBiological Isolation Garment; LOI-Lunar
Orbit Insertion; and sRT-sample Rock
Container. Examples of other fresh material in
~ ~ 3 ather Motion
e
Picture Association
ratings (X. GP, etc.); the official Post Office
two-letter designations for states; and the
abbreviations for hundreds of religious orders.

Acronyms
And
Initialisms
Dicf i ~ n a r y
-New Edition

"PREFABRICATED" TERMS GAIN POPULARITY
If they are to be successful, current projects, movements, and other types of
activities must be quickly identified by the public. To achieve this end, eye-catching
acronyms are often coined first and then fleshed out with more-or-less appropriate
words. AID-3 presents many new examples of this type of acronym. For example.
from the fields of ecology and conservation come such terms as GOO-Get Oil Out;
YUK-Youth Uncovering Krud: and ENACT-Environmental Action. The great sex
education debate has given birth to MOMS-Mothers for Moral Stability; SOSSanity on Sex; and POSSE-Parents Opposed to Sex and Sensitivity Training.
ENTRIES REFLECT CONTEMPORARY CONCERNS
All of modern man's interests, aims, and problems are represented in the many new
entries in AID-3 that refer t o social and political groups and developments. For
example, the flourishing Women's Liberation Movement has fostered such groups
as NOW-National Organization for Women: POWER-Professionals Organized for
Women's Equal Rights; and OWL-Older Women's Liberation. Those opposed t o the
Movement have banded together to form such organizations as THEN-Those Hags
Encourage Neuterism; WOW-Women Our Wonders; and MOM-Men Our Masters.
These sample entries indicate the timely, essential nature of the vast amount
of information contained i n AID-3.
ACRONYMS & INITIALISMS DICTIONARY-THIRD EDITION
484 pages . . . $22.50
Available Immediately . . . xvi
Subscribe Now for New Acronyms & lnitialisms (1971 & 1972). . . $15.00 each

+

All orders sent on our thtrty-day free exarntnation plan

Gale Research Company
BOOK TOWER

DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48226

